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In Our 88th Year

United Independent
Party On MS Campus
Will Meet On Monday
Th,

Up:tee independents
win
Univonity
Muenty
State
hough a meeting on Monday
elehinin at 7:30 tern In the San
dent Union Building Nominations
will be heard for etudent government clines for the next year.
The 131 is a campus organization formed to gain some degree
of representation for non-fraternny effinated students. in student
government and other organisations
Barry Drew, representative of
UT, said today that sit students
are invited to attend the meeting
on Monday evening It is not our
intention to try to control any
carnpus onrannation. Drew raid,
but merely to have some organizreed Wort to gain • degree
presentation.
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17th Accident
Of Monthls
geported 1164

$336,088 Is
Received For
-AOC

Vol. LXXXVIII No. 64
•

Major Stedron Is
Speaker On Thursday

Three Charged
With Thefts
of
At Home Here

Major Marks feadron. thief advisor to the senior mBitery students
and flight program n supervisor
•theeturclinittUMMetate Unfreesay, presented the program at the
termer meseeng.of the •Bmineat and
Marshall. Graves, Calloway and Profeseicgal Women's Club held
Thursday at 6:30 p. m. at the WoMcCracken
counties,
Kentucky,
Club Bowe.
have received a Federal grant of man's
The speaker traced the history
$336.088 for a flee:earn 10-month
and heritage of the American flog
Conduct and Ackninistostion proand showed a film. -Ole Glory".
gram $154,644 Of the above figure
Sgt. Weic.h assisted Major Stedron
are unexpended funds iron prein the showing if the fihn,
viousty approved programs. The
Mrs. Betty Vinson. chairman of
announcement was made today by the Civic Participation comnuttee,
Leveo V Sanchez, Director, Mid- and other members, Mrs. Mildred
dle Atlantic Region, 0E0.
Ragsdale and Mrs. Margaret WalThe applicant agency is the drop, were in charge of the program.
Purchase Area acononuc OpportMat Dorms, Seafcrd, a sensor at
unity Council. and the local share Murray State, was chosen as the
of the 'grant is $74.713.
club's candidate for the Kentucky's
The nne component, to be oper- Young Career Woman and will be
ated by the Paducah-McCracken taken to the state convention In
Small Business Development Cen- Louisville June 2-3-4. Mee Doris
ter, will provide for the screen- Rowland, president, presided.
Guest& were Miss Jane McCool,
ing and processing of applications
for Economic Opportunity Loans Major and Mrs. Stedron. Sgt. WelIron low-Monne pennons who wish ch, all of Murray, Mrs. June Alvis,
to start or expand amen business- Mrs. Martha Draffen. and Mies
es. In addition the center pro- Elaine Ochre, all of the Marshall
vides management counseting to ()aunty Bdr.PW C.

The seventeenth automobile accident report for this month was
filed by the Murray Ponce Department this morning when two
cars collided on North 7th Street
at 7:26
With this report, this is at,
average of one noident per eihs
in the oity limits of Murray. During the month of Petit-tory there
were 32 accident reports filed for
the 38 clays Of that month, Motorists are urged to use caution
to avoid further coif-talons, Police
Chief Brent Manning mid.

Petroknan H E. Mann investigated the accident this morning
Margaret S Waldrop. 1701
°eve Street, driving a 1061 Ford
MISS CAROLYN BUTTERWORTH
four door sedan. was proiceeding
ninth on North Ilh Street,
. . "Mies Spring 1967"
• to nuke • might turn into the
next
The first day of wring
all loan recipients Local retired
driveway at LIE North 7th /Street
businewenen also participate in
Tuesday.
Clifford 8 Alexander toS North
7th Street, driving a 1963 Chevthe counseling through an orIf yes teil a lemon there are 270.ganization called SCORE, which
rolet four door sedan owned by
000.000 stars in the universe he will
has been set up specifically to hell)
Marion Alexander, was proceedbeeeve vie. but If you put up a
loan recipients Iron out manage:
ing north behind the Weedrop car
by United Prue latematienal
be
Paint"
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sign that says
merit pis:interns The staff conaists
Prom Monism to Northern New and struck the car as Mrs WaldVIE hsve to =vette:ate.
Of four professional employees.
tngiand. temperatures dipped be- rop turned right, according to
lovely and petite Mies CeSnlen
The second component provides
low zero today under a Menke Petroknan WIlson who said the Butterworth, 18 year old dm/Miter
Fellow said our entangles ki the
for' the continuance of the adof cold air The narcissist got Alexander car left eind mats for of Mr and Mrs. Paul Butterworth
far east are only • stones throw
ministrative
function
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approximateey 33 feet.
heavy snow In the morning
a the Ledger and Times Mize Spring
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PAEOC for a 12-month period.
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throuehout the second section at before County Judge Mal Mc- are an full year Head Start pro* had been stormy, and tempers were 4 inches predicted to cover a the pollee report
Acccrding tc grams They will an utilize the
today's Ledger end Tlmes as die Cain:in this we
wee:kw hot.
Another accident ocourred Thurs- portrays the mimeo of Serino the court rereads the following egatelthed Head Start currioulum,
"You dr," shouted one member at shear &moult from Thursday.
with complete medical. dental, accthat occurred
another. 'etre &bog the most pig- The temperature vies 13 shortly day at 3 20 pm at Poplar and the wondrous re-eweireesing
before stontoff tune
Nosh "eddy" Duncan. charged laiming and psychoksekel Ser12th Streets and was investigated comes each year ah ndintime.
heeded fact I have ever mein"
The oseender sege thee Spring with assauti Sad battery and vices, a hely hot lunch, and
New England, left with about by Sgt James Brown and Patrol"Order. order!" interrupted the
begins on March 21. but Mis Spring breaking and entering Cited by !rack fie escili child
chairman 'You gentiemen wens to 12 imitiee of snow front Thurs- man Max Morris.
The first of these Head Start
hems better. The jonquils are the Sheriff Made hood of
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nation's
Maurice Exley of the firm of by the Sheriff DWI, fined $100
Mae Mary Kees Russel. Imailloor
temperatures below zero across the to the Ford on the left front Merrell. Lynoh, Pierce, Fenner and and costs Impended Driving while
of Mr. mind Mrs. A. W. UMW of
Midwest
Northern fender. Police said
upper
and
&nith.NestwiLle Tennessee. spoke license revoked, fined $1000 end
321 North 'Mi. Men releentle PledgOm person _was cited for imPlains, and into the 40s along
InterDelia.
to the Murray Rotary Club yes- coots suspended DWI. fined $100
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proper
registration and another terday on the stock market and arid meta suiperided, Driving white
the Gulf coast
. national Pretenders, at Murray Ogee
No men of the nation wee for runnire a red lett by the why it Suctuatee He was intro- license revoked, final 110 00 and
e University.
City Poilce on Thursday, accordduced by (linglet Walls who was costs amended Given thirty days
Miss Contemn le a freshman ele- spared the. late waiter fury as
ing to the records
In jail on emoh DWI charge, sumentary education major sitele Mae gale winds and heavy rain. raked
In charge of the prottram
Russell, who is also a freshman. the Picnic Coaat and swirled
Early told the Rotarians that the spended on condition he not be
This year's heaviest windIs majoring In home economics.
suet eyethange is heally • !age bark in court during 1967
Ms Sin is • turner with an area storms caused reported "extreme
Robert (Hark Bass. Paducah.
stir non with buyers and sellers
dierage" in eastern Oregon and
in helium educatith.
Demand and supply determines speeding, Slate Ponce Fined 110 00
The Senor Roil at Bead IleApia Oanwna Dela is the new- parte of heath.
the business Of the day, he con- and mete of $1300
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Devil Therms Broach. Penn- for the past nix weeks. Studente
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Murray State Universes, With the coast from Washington to Point group will meet at the MurrayOorporaticer issue stnck in order ington Route Tvo, driving while who aside the award according to
ineelatem of the chapel' in Oc- Arena, COO a hatance of 700 Oenoway County Library on Mon- to raise money, for the securing of homer suspended, State Pelee. grade, are as follows:
tober of 1966, the number of under- miles. Winds up to 76 miles an day, March 20. at seven pm
4th ()nide: Joni 71divell, Edwin
other corporations, for stock spats Fined $1000 and oats of $18.00.
Mrs Jerry Vier and Mrs Sarah
graduate chapters through the Pro- hour were reported in Oregon
Ben Franklin Riley, Farmington Garrett, Allene Paschall.
and for other means, he conWeatherly will be the co-leads...a
vinces and the International or- late 'Ihursday
5th Grade: Denny Puttee Juana
Route Two. weeding. State Police
tinued
ganizations, the deplete are able
In the filename winds up to 56 for the discussion of the book
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demand exceeds the supply and
friendehtp. and a Mealtime& po- and snow across the Cireat Lakes
6th Oracle. Beverly Hem, /hie 7:teNIa the Drivine while Manse suspended.
fall when the supply
grom of high echolarehtp and ser- A glue-eke sleet coated Ohicago
All persons in this group are
win, Vied Pet Lamb. Vickie Am
demand, he said He pointed out fined $1000 and costs of 418.00,
vice to the oommunity se wee ea Thursday, and snow squeak raged urged to attend
Whitman. Linda Wetmore. Edthat many things effect the stock Public drunk. fined 110 00 and
the univeraity,
Iron New York to Indies*.
die Start, Terry Orr.
et, eoine of which are purely meta suspended. Cited by the
7th Grain Freda Brandon, Linda
Four Indies of wow had fallen
p.frtsokgtal The death Of • pre- Sheriff and State Police.
Futrell, David Hall, Debbie Miller.
a Buffet% N.Y, and two inches
Janice Manila Mahan, Loh,
sident effects time market adverseMike Paschall Debbie Peal, Term
at Pittaburgh and Toledo, Ohio
ly, he mad, but president John- Kentutty, speeding, relate Pelee Roach. Johnnie Stockfish.
early today. Cold Writhed New
reinstating Pined SNOOD and costs $1500
announcement
son's
8th Grade. Kevin Cooper, Jill
England, where a national low of
Junior Williams, fialkire to comThe ALM& Tenn . All Stars will the tax advantage to collionithins
Craig, Jane Hughes. Donrde Peal.
17 belovr zero was recorded early
the
for
ply
with
order
court
a
he
boort.
invade the New Concord gym Sat- gave the market a great
Kenneth Perry. Robert Waters. .
today at Houlton. Maine.
United Press Iniernalenal
eupport of his minor children. the
urday, March 18. at seven pin continued
for a beeketbae game with the
hers. strikes, a new predict, Sheriff. Demised by court and
West Kentucky -- Genensay fair
change In maragement, many referred to Calloviwr Cloutt Court,
host town
throuldi Saturday Winds northParis has a real five man team things will affect the marten he May term.
erly 16 to 36 miles per hour and
2 Vine,
/
Joseph L. Children, ,14141
as wee as one of the best wo- said
gusty the afternoon Winds deMr. Duly said that inventors to- speeding. the Sheriff. Fined $10.03
men's teems in the ste.te of Tencreating early tonight to shout 10
day are more knowledgeable and and costa of $16.00.
D nessee
Funeral servers for .1
miles per hour by late tonight
Tammy White, Hazel, breaking
The St. Patrick's Lucky LeveeThe pubhc is invited to attend ter this reason. mime events which
Child tilts afternoon and much iJameso Drithem are being held
formerly led a bad effect on the and entering • storehouse. the dhaun ciente will be heel at the
colder with a hard freeze tonight. today at the Themes Funeral thew games.
market, affect it little today He Sheriff. On bond to await action Osiowey County Country Club
Not quite so and Saturday Tem- Home at Crofton with burial tie
Sabunday, Meech 18. from eight
peened
aut theit he was good if the May Grand Jury
Cernetery
Burg
Old
the
in
follow
peratures in the 30s north to 40i
Roston,
Route
Prenk
Murray
pm. to miceright for adult memsince
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more
a
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in
County'.
Chrietien
south portion this afternoon Lows
DWI,
Three,
Sheriff
and their out of town guests.
bers
by
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nalnt.alned.
alted
Wednesdial
41,
age
Latham.
tonight 16 to 34 Hate Saturday
Haste for the evening will be
Following his talk a question fined $100 and carts suspended.
In the 40s Outnsok for Sunday day at his home at 1094 North
No alienator's license, fined $1000 Mr. and Mrs. Robert 0. Miller,
Murray Square-A-Nadere and answer period we. held
The
5th Street, Murray He Is survivfair and warmer.
Dr. and Mrs Howard Tieworth,
A venting Ftotarian was Jeso and costs suspended
ed by three renters frontline Mrs will meet Saturday. March 18, at
Edgar Donald Boatese. child de- Mr and Mrs Cleburne Adams,
eiget pin at the fine arts build- Keith' of Msofieki Forrest Priddy
Kentucky Lake: 7 am 354, up Christine Southard and Mrs Effie Sormils of Murray, and three ing on the Murray State Uni- area a emit of Bab Carpenter sertion. the Sheriff To appear and Mr. and Mrs Charles Sex01. below dam IMO up 06
Guest of Oa Dance Booth was before Calloway Circuit Court on ton
brothers including Paul Latham versity campus
change;
no
364,
•
Barney Lake:
In charge at the decorations
Jim Bauer of thwrievelle. Tnd., Ool Henry Bowden who is In May 4
Of MUMMY
below darn 3338, uln 05
Herbert Skinner. North Filth effil be Metiers and Mealtimes L.
Bialook-Colernan Funeral will be the truegot caller AN mem- Murray with an Impaction nern
The
Elltnrise 6 08, sunset 6 06.
Hnne of Murray was in charge of bers are urged to attend and to review the Murinh State Uni- Street. public drunk. the Jailer. D Millen Ed West, Robert Moyer,
Fined $1000 and coeds suspended. and Roes McClain.
guests are weicomed
versity ROTC unit
the kcal strangements.

Final Fury
Of Winter
Hits Nation

[

Carolyn Butterworth, Miss
Spring '67, Ushers In Season

County Judge Hears
Cases This Week

Fox Trotting
Association
Is Formed

Of

taCs.

•

Stock Market
Is Topic At
Rotary Club

Local Girls Pledge
Sorority At MSU

•

Hazel Honor
Roll Named

Discussion Group
Will Meet Monday

•

Of

All-Stars To Invade
New Concord Gym
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WEATHER REPORT

Leprechaun Dance
Planned Saturday

James Latham Rites
Being Held Today

Squar-A-Naders To
Meet On Saturday
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rifted
Circulation
Both In City
And In County!

Twenty men from 5 different
counties met in Cadiz recently
and organized the Kentucky Fox
Trotting Horse Anociation. The
purpose or the organization Is to
promote the Pox Trotting horse
as the ideal piensure horse The
coopenate with
organistion
the Missisuri Pee Trotting Horse
Bora.4oseamolb.1144174a.,$4,
_le the promotion of die
Pox Trne Homo
The officers of the new amicialion are: John R Vinaon, Jr.,
Gracey, Ky. President: Thomas
Banks, Murray. Ky , Yee Feedden: Witham B Taylor, Farmington, Ky Sere & Trees
The Board if Directors chosen
are: Bartley Tanen Parmington,
Ky William Arnett. Marlon, Ky.;
George E. Long, Benton. Ky.; SilJimmie
ty Wynn, Eficierfle. Ky
Snell, Benton, Ky. Wylie Oliver.
Cobb. Ky.
The eaeoclation will meet Monday night, March 20 in the court
room of the Calloway County
Court House The Board of Directors will meet at 6130 and the
program will begin at 7.00 Peed
Minton of Jackson, Me will present films at • trail ride and
other events of interest to horse
enthusiasts Anyone who loves the
Pox Trotting Horse or just horses
is welcome. end urged to bring
the whole family For further inwrite the Secretary
formation
Wtn B Taylor Route One,
Farmington. Ky 42040

Honor Roll
For Almo Is
Announced
The honor roll for Akno elementary School has been released
by the principal Ton Rushing.
Following are the students and
their respective grades.
Fourth grade: Craig Dowity,
Miller,
Mark
Jackson.
Celery!
Stephen Newberry, Danny Pritchett, Shirley Brandon, Denise
Dumas.
Mei grade: Pun Ogiethy, Brenda Hopkins, Warren Hopkins, Rebac& Reunion& Rebecca Burkeen,
Kenneth Cleaver. Melinda Fulkcoon. Robert Rowland.
Minh grade'. Deborah Crick,
°venial Crouse, Gail Partner, Kathy Reify, 13obby Rowland. Kim
Scott, Dormda Marta, Pamela
elk
Thompson.
Seventh rode: Joel Giffin,
Shelia Grogan, Kathryn Hardie,
Gary Mohler, Carla Watkins, David
Wyatt.
Eighth grede: Berbera Britain,
GM] Burkeen, David Currey, Patsy Hopkins, Bonne Jones, Prances
Nance, Daniel& Ramsey, Paul
Rushing, John Stubblefield.

Three persons were arrested yesterday about 3:30 and thawed
with breaking and entering a
home in CsOloway County. Carla
Ftaby, Ezra Wallace and Cleo Wallace were placed under bolds
here at $1,000 meth.
Sheriff Cohen Stubblefield reported today that he received •
the Henry County
call from
Sheriff asking htm to be or. the
watch for an automobile with a
Mississippi licerse, containtng two
men and a woman,
Deputy Ham-die Kelso found the
trio south of New Concord near
Mt. Cannel and brougtit them in,
to the courthouse.
The three are charged in Henry
County with awing • hole in the
side M a gift thogs east of Parts
and taking items from the shop.
Henry County Sheriff's officen
came to Murray and the car WY
searched.
The woman was wearing ahem
which fit tracks seen around lee
home of Hugh Brandon near
Highway 94 east. Brandon's haft
tad been robbed. The three Wile
taken- ber the- -Brandon home and
tracks there were identical to the
snmen's shoes and one of the
men's shoes, Sheriff Stubblefield
said The car they were driving
had three geod tees and an•
slick one and car tracts at the
Brandon home also fit the tires
on the ow.
The three were returned to
Henry Courtin to face charges
there and the local Sheriff's of, on than at
fice pieced a "hold"
they cart face charges here ol
breaking and entering.
Three suit eases were found le
the far 001111ailkithif ellegedly Aden
property. A hrge box, also in the
car, onneatned thins allegedly
taken horn the gift thop
Several items were taken frow
*he Braridnn home including
mixer and a radio

New Church To
Be Organized
Here Sunday •
The Murray Church of the Namrem MK be orficially organized on
alMillef. Math 19, at 2 30 p. no at
the Beibilleed School. Services have
Use buil et the school Ante the
Febriary.
Dar. Dallis Daggett. district nupielideedeoll of Kentucky from
LelliffIlbs INN be in theme of the
IMAM eild Par. John Bradley from
the Mat Toonemee district will be
lie plielor of the newly onianieed
chtneh.
Rev. Bradley will be moving to
Mnrray soon with his fanny.
The service; of the church will
be held at the Rebertson School
until the new church buildirg is
erected on the church to at South
18th Street and Holiday Drive acmes
from the Wart. Murray Church of
Christ
Plans are being made to build a
rhurch and parsonage with a parting lot at the South leth location.
A need has been felt in Mines',
for sonedme for a Church of the
Nariarene as the Locust Grove Church Of the Naterene at Kirlosey
the only church of that faith in
OaSoway County. a chianti spokesman end.
All interested pennons are invited to intend the organizaticrial
meeting on Sunday elterrmxxs.

aims swam an

-1-

Calloway Is In
Debate Meet Here
Calloway County High School particiraked In the regional N. P. L.
Debate Meet here last Saturday The
events were held at Murray University Schcol There were seven
ischools represented it the tournament.
Those participating from Calloway were' Mike Wilderson, Mac
Adams, Fticity Hill. and Barters
Halespree; their Debate Coach is
Larry Dunn. Mike and Mac caste
within one round of winning the
Privilege of participating in the
N. P. I.. State Thurnernent.
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World's Largest Plane Takes
Shape; Will Fly Next Year
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A Bible Thought For Today

Ten Years Ago Today
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Catch the Vuda at yourPlymouth Dealer IF He's all heart.
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WIIDCAT 113)1111-(YAW Pregame Walk" Reuther outlines in Detroit the union's remons for taking control of rebellious Local 549 to Mansfield, Ohlo-the renewed wildcat
walkout there can cause 200,000 and more GM layoffs over
the neton end meet op nition-il nezotlattorst. Reeide him
I. Charles Ballard, named administrator for the local

ACCLAIM AS •'EXICUTION411- of two 14-year-old boys in
R-x-kforli, III , John i,t," Williams, 17 talks with Sheriff
litarbart Brawn IrIghtl and Chief Lieputy Gus Pratt.
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NIXON IN EUROPE

tour.
He had meetings scheduled with
Premier Aldo Moro: For(' gn Mm-.
ROME iUK -- Former Vice Pres- later Amintore Fantail' and Presiithni Richard M. Nixon arrived to- dent Giuseppe Sarana.t. Nixon was
.
..
day on his European fact-finding expzctod to be rezeived by Pope"
Paul VI Thursday,
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Decorate for sittiog — for relaxing and reading as s ell ,is lie sleeping. That's the new trend
In bedroom decor, as illustrated by this room, ere the queen -size bed is joined by a chaise
and a table and chair grouping. Velveteen uph ler) and table cover pick up color from the
floral-printed bedspread and draperies. Prov Me headboard is in cane and wood. "Flowertree”
bedspread by Nettlecreek.

Mra. Kenneth Adams, chairman of the Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club. is
on as Mrs. Robert W. Rule, treasurer of the Woman's Club, receives a check for 6261.00
from Mrs. Robert N. Scott, treasurer of the Kappa Department, for the Artluitis Drive. The money
was derived from the candy sale conducted by the Kappa members.
_ — -—
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The fifth anns4 pries of national dairy shows bnd sales sponsored by the Kentucky Department
of Agriculture in conjunction with
the re.spective state breed associations re..Kmies in April with the
rKentucky Nationai Holstein ahoy
antr‘ettle, Ca of these national
events are held at the Stsee Fatrgrounds in Louisville.
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So sheer on the lea
all that shows is a film of flattery.
Hanes believes support
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be felt,

not seen.

Eight stretch sizes for perfect fit.
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Wendell Bruce, director of the
Department's Division of Shows
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SPECIAL!
For This Weekend
_
BUCKET
March 18-19

* 15 Pieces of Chicken
* 12 Rolls
* 1 Pt. Cole Slaw
-
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COLONEL SANDERS
KY. FRIED CHICKEN
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This is thy formal announcement as a candidate for
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Senator from the Statm District No. 31, composed of
Christian, Trigg, and Calloway Counties.
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I am a life-long Democrat and in asking this im-
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portant office at your hands, I wish to state that I am
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seeking office on my own, and when elected, will be free
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at every level. I will be dedicated to squeezing the last

payer's dollar. I will encourage and assist vital programs
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Geometries have joined up for fashion's print popularity race
In a variety of bold, new designs. Geometric check cotton hopnarking is seen here In black and white slot -belted mit with a
military manner. Solt, by Yvan Menne, In Cortley's "Wahoo"
cotton hopsacking.
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Production Credit
Association

time is short between now and the Primary, May 23
Therefore, I must say now that your support and influence and your vote on Tuesday, May 23, will be deeply
appreciated.

Pat M. McCuiston

307 No, 9th Street
cv

0.
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problems of better roads and schools, but also in every
field where the state can get the utmost service for the

It will be impossible for me to see all of You, for
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of growth and progress In our state, not only in constant
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22 ,
,..•.•.
21
.... 23
48 The sell
14 Prete not
26
45 Decreased
'1/:
:
:
C.'1•"•'•1 29
47 Registered
nurse late,)
‘32
'.:1:':81Lr'_.: •:
AS Prying devices
,,..„.:. T.736
'33
90 Kind of cloth

es'

To The Voters Of
Christian, Trigg and
Calloway Counties.

too
S The slivetste
Ii Man's nodular**
7 f'est.(al
'slyness (abbe.

^.;;;;"1
'
51'1'4
9

35 Roe

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

PUZZLE

Pat M. McCuiston

• "N

7
•••

•.•

•

7-ts

•

•

tifilt* rt:It:rtt
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Dr. Frank Kodman
Speaks At Meeting
Murray High FliA
Dr Ft...k Kalmar, Mean= of
e peymomgy ctepartmmet of
maw university. mas toe
tis-alilletle
altirray deo Renee chapter
eles.
rw,ure litianneher•
Lamle& ben lusedieg eveliale m
o ceext & rhe Ann, ball
Leisure
- Onanallgshee
'Maw" was me sibjeet ot - Dr.
1f.o4Anan1I very uittetest.ng lank
-weigh was ashowen by a ,44.1.60101.1
IlINL•tief puma. He sas .nirodased
Cooper sessnd TMMat Susan Tesseneer, preadent,
Dreamt' aria Maas Betaron NoraKoir gave slis devoraon. lath
answered the rod c.ali
ay Hale, secretary, by wend how Stle mend. rue afters
Lade
&acted at repartee to fin the
eic....imy was 1lLon laiu Young.
The chapter siesting was doewith the dub ritual.
• ••
r

V
N

Panama.
k ler and Maw Mettesin Lowing
jment Me weekend with Mew
elkigneer and liestaly. Mr and
Mrs Charles flyers add daunt2er Me arm, at larniess.
•••

•
• ler and Mg Zane Curagnrctuun
end sm. POMO,. of Boehm Green
wts spend the weekend with their
eareeta. Mr and Mrs Paul Cunningham and Mee. Bare Males

immumommir
UK%I IAN SUM
SElt% JCRS
Farmer Ave at X. IT* ill
Murray, KaalgiMty
hunday at thartLit
nd
ednesday at 11:00
— ALL 14 F.LCONIR
The Bible Splints le Tee
3:anon WNBel • 1140 KC
Sunday at 11•111 &AM

Pi .ine 7%1

limes

Rush Party, Model
Meeting Held By
Beta Sigma Phi
The meashmeLad‘ Sigma Phi
and their guests mist at the axes/ MA os lase Drive tcu a nada
-east main immure at
in the evening on dmJay. March 13.
A western theme Ilea dehl flf
.he party mai error press&
ise are.ibeci worm* etre
:egular members were present wet
live rushes', -Jeanine Pam, Maras fltecirote Jo Breadon. Martha
elms:trier, and Omaha Pane:aid.
A get-sequainted game was
played at the beginning at the
party and each goest was preeental with a small flavor Western
iseorations were used du-mahout
.he hal and • campfire effect
rag used an she floor with everyJne argue on bed rolls around
4 WW1 Gann( A igned miner
vas served Western wards was
;went inworsehout eh* evening.
geed tem waa enjoyed by all.
A model Mewing as.. held ater the social to inform the wens
I the purpose and aclevelet of
he scrority. Carol Sims and Bet!' Turner d_scuased the &Um puet.oes. and scope of the sorority.
1 4..ly Hone and &me Flood used
a pouter to inustrate different
nal," and to show some of our
e...inues ha year
The roil 770 ealled by the see-"tiny and the Minutes of the
irev.aus nseeta.na were read and
approved The catremittee chairmen game heir reports Cliends
Clmsp preeented a program enMed -donee influence in anif
Lives" Ease played different rennin se dem the venous moods
ammile arid an
eIrt tdd her
favorer soft.

Miss Betsey Ann Blalock, Bride-elect, Is
,Honored At Shower it Woman's Club

1111 sr Tee-egiey

Eavier Pinner

Car!
Carl Christenberry
Honored A: Dinner

GOING ELEGANT
High intensity lamps are moves
:rito the realm of the elegant Now
eis 'manna have • high White
book -to demure as well as light..

W.ALLIS DRUG
Phone 711 - 121r
PRIDICIUrTIONS A sraci•vry

•

Or It C
- anit Be mid I

e Ilia•e • - We viVI/1 Citl I
116.

POTTED
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Ma and a igaisema gift memo
ed Wets egreallelles
dellnes were OMAN by xis
andiker 40011 01101I
An. Ve1l•
all, Vas all B. thittitt at blest
PM/se, Marsh II
ray Woman's OM, will be held
and elditeened priffaiNde
lbe wing paeld and savaali at the dub house at 710 p.m.
Ms honors* at an raft Per- aind dub* BMWs ea
le hidi at Tickets nay be purchased at the
m were ingortad by lint dal Lag, the Oilead Orfratp flittiffit doer.
Ma Air Ilbeigrood, end Mrs. trio kola 7110 to Ian pat. aeon
.• •
J. T. Mid wid Mew Leighton 111181111Att may MOM
Murrey Assemiey No. 19 Order
We guests A
Phreken Moog au door rue. imp at U dote all be made of the Rainbow for Girls will
'ray all praliontad their Mir to tor wok penses.
inset se he Masonic Hall at
he nosier
•••
seven pm.
Um rite wore clierayed
• ••
Sasfety, Mawr 11
tort at liespros on Labor roitee Mem. Eiquare-A-Naders
The Christian Weinman rearmar he. over Erase and saiterod wig Sid el In fine arts
budd- drip_ et the First Oftristian Church
Or an earns geyser ooniessor- ing in
Wrist akar at girt all mew at the church at 9:30
asniumara ROMs Whig paha p.m. Jag burr at blermedie,
moo mom saes&
•••
me be lie soft arta AU MM.
otobotol Ilis easseas wa • sees irs afar be Arad and
I
of
the PIM Mailman
eines
aro MI mai Sell
11111
wolocanall,
'
Mime& Wean *In meet In
s•st • kir 411114:- Os1101111 • • •
44TO
00010( youth room of the Mink
were low oohs demin ui sure
UM women oll Murray Moose at two pm. With pars. MO
green Ash" the nildillarite all ae Loewe No
ii wid •••••••• • Roane as the prover iodic
K the eldittill. /1101111 the leettd- dans" aunt at 1111. bet. Din- Ittnissor will be Mrs. Virgil IdaMg patty pimp Mee Wined a ner win be served MI
111111 pa.
Mrs. Ceat dirram.
illmeastife dale len:ought Web int ammo wish matte by Is. wart and
•
•
delft mid greenery Ikeda dok roaring* all be Min
Mph
Aid MS than on re tense how
The Faith Doran Circle of the
to grairist. Msealogra sac
Mead the Wide ab, ace setting row Ons of town
guile% ere AV- First Methodist Church WOOS win/
Wee preeared ann. arranged by MOIL
meet at the social hall at Iwo
Mrs. Watt OrteserilL
• ••
p.m. McNamee will be Mrs. R. A.
The mariarly appolegod reJahnston and Mrs Bede BMW&
Monday, March be
trestkrneva Satre war diemed In
Mrs. Cleave Smith will be In
The HAM bunday tichool Claes charge of the proemial.
green and lace and watered with
.•
en ertatesial arrangemest OXyed- of the First Baptist Churcin will
/ow roses end wedding teals in a meet at, the holm at Mrs. VernWednesday. Mardi 22
Clerk green glass container which .on Nance, Dogwood Drive West.
The ladies dee luncheon will
was presented to the honoree as at 7:3o pm. Mrs. 0. C. beset- be served at noon at the Oalloneat we yews sales Of her lie- way County Country Club. 1106a gsft.
ve4 to the Ktiiy Land.
Purieh, cookies, open face
tesses will be Mrs. Don Hunter,
• ••
wxthes, arid aunts were
chairman Mesdames Wells PutThe Penny Homemakers Club dom. Br
with the bride's color. Offve g
Ciingies Walks. John
he of Mrs. N. Purd..mi. Virgil Harris, ellerides
being used predominantly The eviis metes. at Lae
.
Ammon'
Workman
eleven am. BhuMett, William Fandrtelti and
puswo bowl was crystal and the
•• r
oilier appointments were in saver.
My &Monde
e
• ••
Tlas Lynn (hove Pr* all saes
• ••
at the tehool at amen p.m. with
The Forst District PTA apring
Mrs. Marearet Gravitate 4th and conference
be held at Jack6th grades in dares al the pro- .= Schucl, Padliaoh, with regisgram,
tration at 9 30 a.m.
•••
• ••
The Women's Amociatatin of
The Westside Rameeteakerr, Club First Presbyterian Churdi all
met Thursday, Mardi 9, in the meat in the home of Mrs. Jame
rumble tmeters when I Mines to
hcene of Mrs flarb. Darna1. With L. Johnsocs. leutc ood Drive, at
your house key in a antfinding
the aevot on being given by Mee ogiat pm.
Boas the problem
purse?
lered
• • •
Nheariotr c,,leedan imd the kindtills way mg Me key net • cord
scape notes being reed by tars
oord
and tie the otter end of the
Tuesday. ILuali 11
Brenda Wyatt
handtott At
-Accent With Medemaries In the
The 001000 dtete Stew. aping to the top of your
fish You'll find
Mame" ewe the lamen Oren by Inteelude XIII sponeored by the krachog tuse past
afiber ern
the
on
key
your
blurof
the
Department
Mrs Oisaile Anderilent gad iiirk Muss
Ilibirior Orr
Iltallidostat• were served and
15.5
olab raged in this home
of len Mr
Darnell tar
drier shealma objects V*
kVA maim to tin Rostanotere

Social Calendar

Mrs. Ralph Darnell
Hostess For Meet
Of Westside Club

®0.41301ica1rit

bra is rookedbe
DAUM,HMI VIANDS makes a superb disk for Easter noisier. lir
hilliemitifiely seasoned with brown sugar, mustard, gingen
brio day asamma woo

awa orsauvia
14A11 or lamb head the popanwity parade when the
"
togiglainicei is being made on
what to serve few taster denser Both are delicious. sad
doubly ea if they're cooked in
fere It 00100 in the Julies and
gpissiseisr • main dash that's
Oprassandy tender.
WHIM molting a booed lamb
doweller or leg in this WILY
Vifh tie meat with a clove of
smarm with malt and
iminier, wrap tightly in foil
eel resat at 425*Ir. allowing
MI to 45 nun per lb Open the
fill for the lest 43 minutes for
lereinitag.
gad to eel a hnbday fillip
to Ibie mover/ main dish. make
Med Mem. to arca over the
lank. /Fa kely.
U ham to your ihelec Baked
Ram Irissabg. sosained-with
mustard. ginger, ran, roll
brown sugar, and garnished
with citrus fruit, is a 'vernacular ancese
MINT SAVOIE FOR mamma
Lana
fifi e. vinegar
I e water
e. Mopped fresh mist
tsars
• e. lamas juice

shallow pm.
• e. water, addiitional
Doke at 42.5•1r.„ ftellowhig
2 them. eager
directsons on label as to how
14 tap salt
• c chopped mint Waves, many minutes per lb.
While ham bakes, in sauceCombine vinegar. water, pan mix a little of remaining
cornmint leaves Simmer until sherry MIX UM* with
smooth
bend it reduced me half; starch to make •
paste: add rest of sherry mixAranyAM In Juice, water, su- ture; blend thorough/y.
Bring mixture to boll ever
gar, salt, stir Chill Just besimmer gently
fore serving, add remaining medium heat,
chopped mint Serve with until thick I about g
stirring constantly.
tome limb
(-Nit triangular notehe•
IMAM HAM FIAMRE
around edges of orange and
1 (II to 10 lb I barn
place in sherry
1 e. brims sugar, firmly lemon slices,
glaze.
packed
A half hour before ham to
I tap dry mustard
done, remove from oven; retap legend ginger
duce oven to savir. Open foil;
1 c sherry wine
push down around barn, score
1 Urea earestareh
fat surface into carmen&
.
trialp 11Wits
Remove fruit /Ivan glass
srces
and pour giant over ham: rebraerly
35
oven. Bake 30
Plass nain be isatar of sheet turn ham to frequently.
or tom atity alindnurn wrap. min., beatingTransfer ham to
To nerve,
Ouriblibe brows sugar, dry
platter; arrange citamasm. gurr. Add sherry, foil-lfhed
rus fruit on top of ham. Heat
Vhsielatiy.
in small pan. Place
Poo35 e. sherry mixture brandy
on the
mar hew wrap ham com- the garnished ham
pletely in foil, using double table.
Pour the brainy over the
folds over top and on ends.
Place wrapped barn on rack in barn end

Rose Bushes

The club voted t. mabearotrig
trays for their next project.
Members present were Ilsodenios
Brenda Anderson, Call lackey.
Jea nn:e Pa!weld Meer ne
trends Andenton Shirley Smith,
Wheelie% agenten, Datam MeCy Lon, hbrIlba Robertson, Mardis Brabdi, Mary Lou Rbbertaan
slut MI. atone

STRILSO MUSIC CONCERT 1 01 1:15
*

TODAY

thru

SATURDAY

L

WALT DIGNEYp.....•

nite••••!••• ........1•ttt......
The newt meeting win be MN ,
Apr,1 13 at ten am is the home
of Mrs Dalgia bicestion Mrs
Ogren Criek van give • derma,
strike%andniorattve paints and
iimenummunimmigmommiaminammougmuminla
a pee all lung& Will be served

.._. _._ .
.41-A

THURSDAY - FRIDAY - SATURDAY

SPECIAL
Easter Specials
Tiorsday

THESE ARE THE REST
MANY VARIETIES TO CHOOSE FROM'
NO NEED TO FLAW NOW'

LADIES

. just leave them in the pot until you are
ready to plant.

I

Friday

* Rose Food

NURSERY

1.75
STOCK

WILL HE HERE NOON!
Boxwoods - Junipers - Arbortiltse
Hollys - Shade Trees - etc.
WATCH FOR AD

bRFASEt 1

Saturday

a

I.

•

SUITS

$3.98
tw;
I'mj1 $8.98

BROKERAGE

Complete Carden Center

Shirley Florist

SPRITECI

BEAUTIFUL
COLORS
•
ALL
SIZES

* Peat Moss

*

Extraordinary Entartainmeat!

Just Arrived From California

HARDY AZALEAS

-

Household Hints

Ibe Pardr•• Day Banquet gm
mad II will be hen an
anew granig. gpri l*
-'-

COOK'S JEWELERS

•

TIMES — 11171111AY. EINTUCy

Mai Betsey Ann BMW* whose aiiMgad brown owo raw lor
marriage to Jay hisohnied Dom au' ensembles With bone ameidonsis
le an event at April nth vim the !and a hestemeg get corsage at
,ashore* at • tadighelelly pleased 1 year ainistiona
The isornai'-issers
I atieceilemous shower had si the
ho of
Murray Woman's aub Rome on I the barno, Mr J. T. Bray,
Friday. Mahn 10, at seven recloct was slaked in 11-1Indbiro Piece
mit deal WWI brolCrograilis
In lb. evening
The gracious hostesies for the and her booleres' gilt gar. was
Homey /an, with the Be
Rho in were Mrs. Keily Cromskate
Chigger treat Para, Tenn., as well, Mrs. Opal
Smith, Mrs. Ness
I
Ms
Ram smack, giabor of the
guests.
Inners. and Mrs. Verrill Vickers.
aosaive, *he all be Junor Wachsnach gin use reminded se being
The honoree greeted the gee*
'
1 men at Ilse wedillolle oohed the
their Nerinr Sews to Judy WWI
vieseeng • levety cave green kilt
guests to asta the redsier at the
to be ern 0112 Ihe trays at lea
-eisentees bailee dem with a
covered with white tulle
Convelmelint Division of the Mir
Al Mend yak* print scarf with seer green caught
up at the competal tar Wave Sunday.
brows aramailes. Her hostesses
ae wish ming veer' ithirems. A
-Tho--ner roar rwiewrivewt* rift
c
e
YealOW rose- oud vase of
sprang Dowers wtbsrnbe hind on Mean 27 at the socsi axe table. Mks ahead were an
ial tan orb Janet Duncan an
bootees gad BM Jeces in dimes
Mn. AmMn Ma Balcnk mother .range and yellow pant two piece
of the mienem.
if the anomie. obese to wear e Orem with prow pagan anseasor-

Carl Christesikerry was &cored
at hin horny an Tuesday. March 7.
1111111111111111///11,111,11110 eilla a dinner in ckebrazion of
Iglis birthday
4s•sessisessiiiiirgrXXX111000
Them present Isere Mr and Mrs.
diary Sant, Mr and Mrs Jess
resendl. Mr mad Mrs Ewell Dunii J IDuncan Mns Arse
ItiLFEIIT
Trees. Mks aphelia Damn. Miss
Tema P. Mrs Herman Dameii.
W ATC
And Peatimerma and the hosts
•• •
REPAIRING
Faat„ Dependable
Guaranteed Service
Phone 753-100S
509 Main Street
Murray. Kentucky
es••

lb

•

Awn$
in foil for roestIng. Bartle is
roe AN ltIttlit I 1,V Udder and juicy lamb rnitet. wrap favorite of many on Kister.
traditional
the favorite seagon,ng for this meat, whiclt is a

pa

DEPARTMENT STORE
Open

MO No. 4th Street

Till
9'

5

4

weleellierainenewellele

,

.
111111""1111111111.111141111P".111111111.11111111
.
.
111110111411t
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'.•

•
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I.967

win kw MI
at 7.30 p.m.
chimed at the

have neither this khowledge aor
His help. Please price this.
NEEDING LOVE
CONFIDENTIAL TO "I.INSUCCES8FUL SONG WkrITia": The
LAST perms le whom 1 would advise you to am* yew unpublished
songs is • tame= sew writer. His
lawyer Ism priesily bidructed 6Jan
to rewire all Imilobilibed material
without Isekesi at IL indbierniere,
no one is obligated to rotors saything ter which lie Its not send.
•••

No. 19 Order
he Girls will
on
Sell at

Women Not Always
Cause Of Divorce

RAM& 116
•

ROI 11111/110111
r-061111
of lb* OMB&
a MIL 0110
morale BMW.
be. VW. 1111Morrison

_

, Circle of Its
ireh moon mei
J MB at two
be Mrs. R. A.
. Bede Brae*
a will be tit
Keno
•
March 12
luncheon will
at the Cellotry Club HasDon HunteOl
ea We
PurWalks, John
Harm, Charles
Faodnch. and

el

A&yjjb112.1

DEAR ABBY: I am both infuriated and amused when I meet
woolen who are divorced tend there
are ao mmiy al Maio and the Mint
Ming they aIt me la, "Do you loom
any Wells men?"
If they want, a man. idly didn't,
they bang on to the one they bad?
I get anamint a Et and know • lot
of peopie, and I WIt fix up a widow
any day of the Week with a nen.
bat I rehme to get dale* for divorOM I wouidn't give a dog to a pereh unless I was sure he'd treat it
debt. then meAROUND

states. Oesinalt a lawyer or a clergyman who is familiar with the laws
et year dabs.
Children it mots a marriage would
not necessarily he hirash" unless lis
heredaary-type hisasity existed to
Ike family and the children inherited IL
• ••
DEAR ABBY: When I hem Women ohopliotong benuse their huaMrs. Milford Orr opened her
betide uever tell them they love home for the numeong of the
them, I Mow all too well how they South Pleemint Grove Homemakfeel.
ers Cialb held Monday, March 13,
My husband is a minister, and be at one °teak In the arternoon.
is a wonderiul mess. He loves the Pleven members were present.

DEAR GETS: It's unfair to asMine that • osernan is a divorcee
because she didn't treat her man
right. tdaybe HE didn't treat HER
rig ht I And you can't generalize
about Milers either. How about
the ssomess who are- widows because
their poor healiands worked themselves to death trying to support
them? Or drank themselves to death
trying to escape them!

Lord,lOse breihren oflei church, and
all risinkMid MO MO the greeted
oceiMileekiehiOr I* olakeet athner
yet he denies Ole iamb' his nee.
We hen been 1111111eild for 34 years
and Mere a begalltolfamily, list
he had never diem me or the children by word or deed that he "loves"
us. He has shays mid he would
never let his ton* solod between
his and hie 00d. But, Abby, ws
are not competing with God. Br
we love 'God. too.

orrs

.

ot PTA spring
held at Jack▪
with repoin.

•••

DEAR ABBY: My fled cousin
sod I are ui love es* walla to marry
each other Is it against the law
for in to marry? sumo's@ am me
that ll we did marry our children
would be crasy. la dad true?
Bria QUIRMITION
DEAICBIG: It is again* the law
ter first cousins to marry In mod

I Hints

hen it comes to
key in a olute the problem
key on a cord
end ot the cord
ar handbag At
fish You'll find
odwir end.

_

•

Mrs. Milford Orr
Opens Home For
Homemakers Meet

The olub premetheist, lers. Dennis Boyd, prairie* sod Mrs. Toy
Brandon, saarstary, oiled the roll.

PAGE

MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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Peterson Home Is
Scene Of Dorothy
Moore Circle Meet

West Rork Baptist Church
New Mt. Caned Bantlit Church
Rev. Gerald Owen, pastor
Rev. Heyward Roberta, penile
10:00 am.
10:00 am Sunday School
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morriew Worship
11:00 am. Morning Worehtp
6:80 pin
Trawling Union
6.30 pm. Evening Worship
North Pleasant Grove
MA Booted Ctsurr.h
Evening Worship
9:30 pm. Wednesday Youth
7:013 pm.
Cumberland Presbyterian Church Prayer Service
Fellcrahhip
Rm. Wane Johnsen, pastor
Rev. Cecil burnott, pastor
10:00 a.m.
Sunday &hod
7:30 p.m
Wednesday
10:00 am.
11:00 iLin. Suricley School
liforednir Worship
11:00 am.
7:00 Ø.a. banning Worship
Prayer Meet Wed.
Argentina's 22,834-foot Mcieuat
6:00 pm.
DelnIng Union ...
6:30 pm. Tomei People
Aooncagua is the highest point
Warman
Chop*
7:00 phi.
7:30 p.m. litremea Worship
messing Worth*
ip the Western HerMsphere. bays
AJLE. Cherie
the Notional Geographic
Street
Bast
Mulberry
Spring Crash Baptist Cherish
Jobevak's
Rev. dem* Win. Weldsm ministes
key. Jetta Redden, pastor
1.1 bet& hid& Orme
9:46 CM,
&loch" ached
FOR CORRLCT
Monday edam' ... 10.00 am
11111100er •
11:00 am
otikelp
am.re
BM &MOW Ban ....3:00 p.m rvenLig WorstSp
7:00 p.m.
7:30 pm.
Evening Wondep
Webellitereer &id*
Wednesday
7 00 p.m.
4:00
pa
6:30 p.m.
Teeeher Training
DAY OR NIGHT
.... •'
6:30 pm. 80131316
Thidialiag Union
8:00 p.m
Bills eltudy mm:.
• 7:30 pm.
Priseer RISMIde
7.30 p.m
Wilda, School Tiede
A.C.E. League
8:00 p.m.
Bereice Meeting
Seim Baptist twine&
8:30 p.m
ilitireday
BM Knight, pester
The next meeting of the Circle Sunday Elobent
10:00 am.
First Assembly of God Churl*
will be in the home of Mrs. Iderning Woritsip
11:00 am
Doyle M. Webb, pastor
Wools on April 10.
7:00 pm.
Tnaining Union
Church
Of
Epiesepal
64. Joeses
UM& 16th and Obsesdaie Rood
•• •
pm
7:50
Evening Woriblp
16.2e Main Street
Murray.
Kentucky
&maw School
. 10:00 a.m
Mlid-Weet lottfor
Rev, Robert Burehell
7:00 pm. Sunday Bobs*
Service
10:16 am
11:16 am
Worship Seer. ihm,
moot* woe
Oommunkai
Sinking Springs Baptist Clem*
!multi Sunday.
Jelin Pippin. pester
Oat 763-6060 or 764-6906 for infor. 10.00 am.
8unday School .
swam.
11:00 am.
Morning worship
Phone 712-Nil
50 W. Main Street
..
6:30 pm.
Training Union

TIME aid
TEMPERATURE

DIAL 752j,:j
e3 3
PEOPLES BANK

MURRAY LOAN CO.

MONEY HEADQUARTERS .\!7,

Evening Woreings
Wednesday Night

Mrs. WM Brandon_ reed the
scripture from Mark 1:9-18 with
prayer betng led by Mrs. 191tenley
Grogan who also gave the landscape notes.

7.30 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

Flaw Methodist Church
Fifth and Maple Street
Rev. Lloyd W. Ramer, pester
9:46 am.
OhUrCt1 ecgos:11
Morning Worebip
II:46 and
10:60 am.
Jr. & Sr. Feikershil
6:90 pm
7:00 pre:
Evening yonder*

"Food For One Or Two" was
the lemon diecomailUp Mrs. Orr.
Mrs. Sidle &doom led She recreational period with Mrs. Ellis
Ross INtieball biding in group

I have • coneaselon to make.
WU% I have been tallyho1 to turn
to other, men. I was raved only bi•
Refreshments were served by
the knowledge that * was my driving 'need" for love-not love" it- the hostess.
The Ared 10th meeting will be
▪
UL tionpted me. With Goers
help I wee able to overcome ilbe held at the home of Mrs. Autry
temptation. Clod pKy those sise Molley-realds.

NEW ORUEANS District Attorney Jim Garrison's Kennedy assaissibetton ineestIge- '
tion continues with subpoena
calling attorney Dean A. Andrews above

Uatly

Coldwater Church of Christ
Cahoon Crocker, minister •
Bible Study
10:00 am
Preaching
. 11:00 sin
Wed. Bible Study
1:00 pm

Is Anytime But it Is A Fine
Occasion For Gifts Of Time

15

1Y *

•

•Saie

Goshen Methodist Church
Jetts W. Archer, pester
Pk* and Third Sundays:
10:00 aim
Sunday Wined ..
11:00 alit
Worship dervice .
Elemod sod PoachBundays:
19.00 am
Bundey isobool
Meshodist Youth
6:16 pat
Pellovielidp
.. 7:00 pm
Worship Servo*
Lyme Grove .Mitabsillst March
Jobe W. Maio, motor
RIM end That IMMIlairs:
• 9 45 -am
Weed*
_ IMMO, abed .... 10:45 a.m.
11111111111 eandays:
Ilsebed
11:10
Amid*
11:09 cm
Warsaw
(Jsion Camp Ground
Methodist Church
Rev. Jerry Leaky, peeler
Firm Sunday:
10.00 San.
Ounclay &WA
Shona raunchy:
10:00 aiim
eiseeng School
11.00 am
orengs Serves'
Thuct emishop:
10:00 ant
Minim
Pew* IIMMlity:
9:46 am
WOMB, Melee
10:46 am
Sunda, School
7:1111 p.m
▪
Elenney
2nd and 4th Sundays)
7th a Poplar Church et Christ
Bro. Jay Lockhart, minister
sunny
Bible School
9:46 am.
10.40 ono
Wurehm Hour
1:00 pm.
&henna Werstup
W iiiinesuay
7:30 pm.
Bib.e Study
gulper bishops Misibellet March
Johnson Easley, Pastor
!Ora OurMity
.. 10 00 am.
Sunoisy ochoot
aseouna sworn
114:1111
sounimy Sand
:* am
Worship sernies ..
nano isunday
11:60 am.
Sunday scnoial
Fourth Sunday
0:411 am.
worship secrete
Wil &M.
/Sunday Soto*

111111111WIEMIS

•

Mew Concord LAMM& of Mehl
David Omni. mbileter
MAO 0.0.
Bibie Oleases
altOS Lea
Undone a Prostates
7:011 p.m.
Evening ward*
Wednesday
7:00 pm
Bible Classes

Is

Friendship Chimik of MIA
Lake Easy, adishiese
14:40 am.
abie Eituctl
Preacting
11:00 am.

•

twdaY

Elm Grove Baptist tlierch
Wm. A. Farmer, Peet*
10.00 am.
Sunday Elobool
6:00 p.m.
Truining union
Worship 11:00 am. and 7:00 pat
7:00 pall.
Wednesday

Dits
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:st.t11) OF HONOR (hoopoes (loco; printed
voile *own with tiny puffed aleeve,,, a low
neck. By Barbara of Murray Hamburger.
By TAD ROWADY
ONE of the most charming
treasured gifts that parents,
groom and bride can give is
a "gift of time" meaning, of
course, a beautiful watch.
This year, there are many
mote eltraht and exquisitely
deneate bracelet watches
available than ever before so
making a choice will be most
difficult.
Whether the bride's watch

?8

PAM rEJ. t HIFFON gabardine faabions
going-sway }picket and sleeveless dress ensemble by Barberine. Clue beret by Emma.

should he white or yellow
gold; oval, square or reetainguler shaped; encrusted with
jewels or classically simple la
a matter of taste and money.
Keep in mind that after the
vahlteng
If "carefully chimp.
*n" -it is naturally a lit,-ione
possession to be worn throughout her married life -Ow ether
formal occasions. Consult your
jeweler on all the find points.

BRIDE'S GLIP'T to her maid of honor is a
timeless one: it (harming 17 Jewel bracelet
watch handset with rhinestones. By Pedre.

It

Of course, the era nf a onewatch wardrobe, particularly
for today's active young wife
whose life often requires her
to play a multitude of roles, is
posse. Today's bride should
have watelho to complement
her costumes and her way of
life: a trim tailored watch for
sports and coated clothing: a
Chic, simple one for afternoon!'
end early evenings and a more

11:00 a.m.
7:30 pm
7:30 pm.

COME TO WORSHIP
AND REJOICE...

Time for a Wedding

ThowinCI

rmr

7:30 p.m. Wonders Service
Sunday night
7:00 pm. Mid Week Service

livening Worship
Wed. Beaming
Player Service

Members el Dorothy Moors Circle ce First Presbyterian ChM&
women were entertained Monet,
evening in the home of Mrs. ChM
Peterson on North Eighteen*
Street,
Mrs. Walter Baker, chairman,
opened the business meeting with
readings from the Mission Year
How toe the world been treating
Announcements
you? Unload your wafts* on Dear Book of Prayer.
Animation
Abby, Boa MOO, Lou Anodes, CUL, were mode of Women's
90069. Per a personal, unpublished meeting and activities, of special
reply, endow a self-eddromed• liatiter mation activities in the
Climelt, and of the spring meeting
stamped envelope.
••
it wat Kentucky Presbyterial
Rereads
'bi heild
Tor Abbrs beetle%
a Lovely Wedding," mod0*Abby, vile on April 16 arid 17.
Cat. NSl
Bea ORM Lim An
The program we presented by
•• •
Mrs. Tanks Wends, based on the
text "Joy for An Anxious Age",
by Dr. and 14m. Samuel Moffett:

•

OMB l'enno.
BUMS OWN&

& TIMES

VEILED MEDICI Juliet cap of Alencon lace and seed pearls
tops exquisite bridal gown ,4 silk organza appliqued with reembroidered Alsocon lace, Barbaro M ilthr/nY llamburEm%

OMAHA* one for rove formal
wear. All thew If possible
should be part of her new
trousseau inciuding one for the
Office if she plans on a career
also.
A watch Mould be considered as a gift front the bride
to her maid of hoops.; from the
parents to their daughter and
from the groom to the bride.
Illustrated here la photo-

BARK-TEXTURED chic gold watch by
Lucien Pic-ard with white lizard strap by
Class makes a trimmed gift from grooves

grepTts by The Watchmakers
of Eelteerlsold are three
watches eurreeted for wear
with an exquisite Spring and
Summer '67 bridel gown, •
going-away ensemble and a
mad of honor dress. Erich will
have its place In faehioneble
wardrobes after the big event
is over but more important,
they ore "time remembered
and timeless" rifts.

ItEtTANOCIAR shaped &amend watch
set into flexible 14 carat geld mesh broees
let le a tine parents' /RA to Me bride.

The Muria if Jesus Cbetst
it Laster-Day heists
Meetings held in the white chapel
at leth and Sycamore Street:
8:30 sm.
Priesthood Meeting
.
10:00 am.
Sunday &shoot
Sacrament Meeting
. 11.90 earl.
Oak Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian church
Rev. Bill Band, pastor
Sunday Eichoui
10:40 am.
U:Oram.
damn( Worship
7:00 pm.
Ihening Waratim

1 1 111111111111 1111

1 1111 1

Hazel Cafe
*

HAVE SUNDAY DINNER WITH 'US

Claude Vaughn
PLUMBING
Announces the Removal of His Shop

from 603 So. 4th Street
trs

501 NO. 4th STREET
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Mr' 753-6168

MEMPHIS and ST. LOUTS
To and From
Murray, Renton and Hazel

Paschall Truck Lines,inc
Memphis

666-1415

St. Louis

CS 1-3675
606-11446

Lookville
11611011Rie

•
,r
all

xx

606-11007

hillelebe to Most Pointe in the United States

MACK
'
S
PAINT & HARDWARE
Dexter, Ky.

Ii

SPECIAL]

FREE

IV
tag'
,

GIFT OFFER
You get all 3 with
the purchase of
2 gallons or more o
ACME QUALITY
FaikioserP,OP
PAINT
Itatialfy your
home now with

•$4.40
111 met
elvaieva
teftwi"OM
IMO

Interior latex Or
Satin Enamel.
Wide chnite of
decorator colors

.5

—

763-1717

Murray

•

*
S.

.4

OVERNIGHT SERVICE

a

•

*

We Cater to Private Parties in Private Dining Room
CALL FOR RESERVATIONS
492-9785

Union thieve
COMM\ it Chitin
J. L aka's, minister
10.00 am.
Sunday School
10:60 4431.
Worehm Berate
Evening Beret*
8'30 pm.
Mid Week Bible Study
7:00 pea
Wednesday
I Emmanuel htlaelonary
Baptist Church
Barnett Ave., Murray, Ky.
Bra. Thomas Fortner, mister
10:00 sin
bundler School
11 00 a.m
Manning Worahip
101001 Union
6:30 pm.

I.

AIR CONDMONED

Now Serving Fresh Catfish

•1-up shoisen
ell surpass
shakos
• Mins
meter&

•••;lint

•
,nrs•

•

•
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as the Scarlet Knights recorded an
aneuong 60 per cetit shooting average from the floor and
the
court at Ultanninalon *Oh • 44-36
Med.
"Watt ?melees drawing his third
foul In the opening seconds of the
second han caused us to revamp
Hy GALE GALBISON
• third qUarter tie and then on to
our 101116110 to a sone Indeed
Elertingtooli Yellow Adds dill victory..
of • man to man:* Hartman said.
through, at the free deem Una.
a 1 Wee Cecil and John Gaither led
The swath in dstanslie tactics doiled an attack lye letemill. WIN. Mown m soaring with 16 and 15
inar* bottled up the Limed-ValBy G.41tY KALE
in ante tournament pley Meander points respectively. B. G. Loans
vano berme, so nusli so that they
PI Sports Writer
afternoon. And Louisa% Atherton led Breathitt Count"' ni mooring with
NEW YORK tfl - The Southern only moored Pro baskets apiece afweve pat started to jell In Mena- 17 points. Larry Noble added 15.
mesa time roSed sivilind. genticared , and Fred Clmstis Minded out the Mins Salukis were top dogs w- ter intermon Lo1vd. who colain la an Unprecedented bid to te- lected tus 2.000 career point, wound
. to win as they debated lthylpern double figure sawing with IL
ams the first small college badret- up with 20 points. Vahan° had
Gary Tomlin nes the lesdling
711411),
and Feramit - alerset *or for llearetewa-melle 10 peleat& but leelLtelini_la Mn._the_1411411111. Id= 34.
whhh knocihal eii 21.1,46611
to a dead-lock se the more' scoring honors went to Mike Piles vitation Waisnassent.
MU has beosne the MOM'ctio- 103-311 and Duke UM. camht
19-19 at the fist IMAM.IT of Harlan with 33 points.
iCe at Madison Square Otiollein mak Knights *eh shoat ilx nitallete
andilll aa se the nod elf the third
Its taintret--bell koriddrig Wilearreing to thelidaitiTIMIr litifWeer
. II& anly
79 41 -511
Rutgers
'dose eisvinkt eillet Ruining until
19 37 „O.- 22 &dense the& stopped
at a asp me at. bell time Billeal
sad the final honk Wielhaten ha Earliegiew Mil - Sharp 31. Hop- sheepelooling backcourt tandem of Frasier, a mds college AN-America.
balk:Vines. 41-37 at the MI end nan n. nid. Z. Jollosou 1.• Mir- Ail-daierica Hob Lloyd anti Jim tapped in a end W Ralph JohnVelem* 79-70 in Thursday night% son for a WM lead Southern Mi7S-12 at the nel of the coded.
nu 4. Burgett 2. 'Atwell 2
.
-nas neva' relinquished
teems hit die Moe Mid Of Moen (71) - rennin 5. Helton lg. semil-thsa.
The Thandesing Herd from Mbarlisreprette. which eiripkgs • deDent walk 27. Ilfwasales dise IS Roberta 11. Rellff I. Veneer 3,
fense similar to STU. tripped Mar- shall. Ides set an NIT scaring retam'fcr a pervading, td aka aml Millar le.
shall 0-7e in the other man-final cord with 119 points amnia NeRowed that a tams Ike a para quarter-find coots*
centsge at 301
_ _77 11-L.......-13 M 42-s to set up • Saturday efternoon braska in
_ __ ....:- 31161110111111
Monday night. were stopped by
Ag Ilse line Sailinalen la 32 st Lou. Alberhis
11 27 49-70 etisznytionehm game with the Sa- lest
Marquette
I their attempts sod the Red Devlajalayetrina Oh - Minna 25, Click 9. ints.
Jumping George Thonneon, who
. hit only IC wheat made the fesre-Beeley 4, Meeker in ikewari 9.
•"Rum= hen the best of shooi- stands 6-3 and out rebounde rivals
t pant difference in the fiord save. / ethernet (76) - Aster 10. Jackng guards I've ever teen." exclaim- deo teem over him at 6-9. led
'
Hirlington proved eut to an ought son 21. Xerchnow 16. Dowered 9.
KW Coach Jeck Hartman. "But I lthequette eith 26 points and picklathe lead in the dash imarter. - Piirtin 10. Kehl 3. murk( &
knew their fareastic first Wit ed off 12 caroms.
but liammill roade a comehack are
marksmanship joet couldn't tere."
11111= four at ladf Ulm.
. •1:1 •
Lolvd scored 16 and Where netled 13 to 11 at the ftrit
ted 20 in the Wenner 30 minutes
amp. but -Laulerdie Atherton came
hick In the amadd amines end led
'
(Continued From Page 11
Army or prison.
at the intenrimion 27 to. 23.
"I have deckled what I'll do but Ire more than I can accomplishAtilieglon controlled die game Question
I'm not ready to any Yet," he wed Mkbehingeto.
Met PC the second halt ad they led m N.
when asked whether he wild serve
AL LOPEZ, retired manager of the Chicago
AT A
• pomible ftve-fgar prison term and A riling married cough bought a
ffedthing
d"11,rat the
qt1.1141r.
withthird
seems to be working out here In Sarasota, Fla.,
• 7946
White
sari_ bei°rt
pay a $14.001) line Tether than serve second-hand parakeet. but ae be
. ass Thder ens the leading =car:but actually it's pitcher Jack Larnabe. The device la the
In the Army. elven those came would ray was "Let's neck!"
alw lbatington sIth 25 prima as
Beer-gen isometric rope, with a pull equal to about 10
champion, who proems his
Friday, Saturday, Sunday
A preacher, who heard about It,
• tozr Maxtor. 122 woo double dig- , NWW YORK VS - Camius Clay to the
times body weight. Lamella, who ran up • string of scoreHick kg110111n mime of Multammed sugeested that they put be bird.
tires. :Justin Shim tad M. Tyealt' ogee be grading in hes
less innings last 111111B011, 111 trying for a spot among starters.
fancY red AS,
Mn they chant know.lend who abeam mid, "Let's pray," in
*PS° itml 12, Sod Arthur Juhlrefard white theme Lemke for • neer
path be would take.
litin Wed 10.
the awe with the delinquent bird.
sedans on April 1L but he hem%
Cew shady bad Mn sisa
Zeno! MIller and Chaim Natal'deckled on the color-dew drub or
Mn mate it could teach the
top Wier saseelng lecilley. Ids Ili ether the more uplifting phrase.
Meta sacred IS pants to lead Raw peon gray.
terworth today through the pages
peas to meet Argentine Caine Mae
ad in scorn*, followed by Thorny
Chestnut Street
of the Ledger Mn Times.
Murray, Ky.
When the birds were put toAfter bearer notified teat he wee
AMA in Tokyo May 71 mai-lhma
Illabeets
17.
Try out a Owens with Milas
gether the couple's bird said,
to be inducted into the Army on
Spencer in am Prasciao *ohm
/Wring or mane in a Lacy Boy.
lemailamil Tram Tage
"Let's neck" as usual. whereupon
FOR CARRY-0171'S, PHONE 753-9842
Maplown hod two players In dou- Aged 11. the 36-year-cild dmanplon •
las bemire. lard= Chaosi the preether's bird regaled, '10 at the home, the yarn the wardrobe, Imeandiste the bright paint colors
ble figures Mae Ta/k•nt, with 25, mad hie heavyweight title detente Ink hod said the Sags 1111.0
and the world in general
answered!
avalleale today for the home, or
and Huth. Thacker wth 19 Atherton agsiost Zora Haley March 23.6 Mn to come oat beeiness the govern- j prayers twee been
DARI-CASTLE MENU
Carona. 'WM Spring 117" is • see the new fashions diet are right
had three. Gene Jackman with 21. Medium Square Garden might be ment would need "at %mat • year'
&edema at Murray State Maher- kir this Spring
cows.
two
lee
have
lest.
You
Hamburgers
Seelallea:
15c. 15c
Orange. Sprite . 15€. Mc, Me
David newchner with 15, and Tom
beam Oars appeals were extraustYou may want to drive a Minot
Cheeseburgers
lee, 45e
Sundaes
,The goverranent takes then both Ate this year sad VC be 19 years
25e 25e
"At those people who mat to see ed.
•
Preabr wish 10.
Mn
the
a
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Honda
month.
to
get
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French Fries
monk them for a
15c
Shakes
15e. 25e
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Me
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though
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may
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Dogs
chill
daughter
Hot
25e
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Mrs.
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Paul
E.
Butterworth
In
lirealhatt County upended a power- me now.' sela
the
of
ea.
Mrs
telly.
you
know that
Cones
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Comenunien: You hive two
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me
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Chicken: -Irish:- Shrimp! Baskets
noes ar -ma tor sausiss to
that is Spring We Intend
coverpoemed•weraller Harlan teem Army
es mi-ded" 10-WRIFIWIl couotry. tide&
You go buy a bull.
of
refeimillem
67-511
Swim to her for Weft( us 1st
VIAL
cd has She* Mullen bends me not ligion." add
Chilf. ire hes had
B G. Lents was the apart dug revealed. however. Clay
55'
pellmaid tram learag Mgt pimple know that Spring has ataim didn't running WPM math Os draft Ward A man and Ms wife were at SatSOW volsellie
that ginani the Bereithet team to inekinte whether he wal
Ina Mn,. in Osmums since be was
braddast and he seated
urday
1-A
in
Febthe Mn tram me point behind to bricriog after
On with her to
Mat at2Mn,fama was an the daft
them& the
be Pita OS a
nary of MIS
that he didn't have to go to the I the
shoot nem- Mew at the Ledger Mn Timm.
mead mpg
office that day.
POW.
Wdl. don't dank." Mn the
M MM.NEM she holds a high
ware, "that you're going to run off eter
rmen _lisslirniner
air the
• 02111Saa
peat
B. N. LeDuke &
Auctioneers & Real Estate Brokers
and play golf take, and leave me
Mn
do."
went
to
this
ma
alone with
Theatres and Is pnammila mealeaINVITE YOI AND YOUR FRIENDS TO ANOTHER
-Why golf is the furthest thing md at the Capri Thiniek
from my mind,- replied the husBetween her malt Mn her deaband. gnawing at his breakfast, an the Is • buoy yaw bell.
-and please meg me the putter.'
lass Spring however finds Mn
for play ark' the Mn thd wider
sporis
miffig arzring
highloves
in her fa.done.
Funeral For Mrs.
DAIRY CATTLE and FARMING EQUIPMENT
Hanley Saturday
ing. nun. horseback regret. MSelling on the farm, located 3i miles southwest of %logo. Ky., on Highway 544 Turn
aras pizzas Mn bright cakes.
The funeral for Mrs Frank
Two years ago she wee in the
west off Highway 45 onto Highway 944, 3 miles to auction sale.
Haney of Sirkaey Route top ten at the Calloway °curdy
i Lucy
Two has been mbedoled for Sat- Peer beauty content
ANEW
••••
Tuesday, March 21, 1967
Miss Butterworth Ma one bro, urdey at Woo pm. at the Locust
Rain
10
or
a.m.
Shine
Time
Lunch
Sale
Available
Plenty
of Shed Room
I Grove Church af the fesserene ther. Paul Butterworth, Jr who Is
Hubert the wee • EntEllber with serving weth the Vaned Seethe
SELLING FOR DIVISION
; Rev. Robert Robinson and Rev. Army in Gerneery
Her hew is an ardent mixeliaT. Y. Ihniassier officiating Bitbe sell be in the lartsay Cone- Men Mn raises meal chukkers Mn
I AC COMBINE
4 TRACTORS
2 TRUCES
tidy with the arrangements by pheasant. Me Butterworth is •
4-wheel trailers 1 tree. seeder,
1 I317 AC tractor
1 2-1en Chevrolet •
radar
Mn
hounewife
?Unmet
Blake*-Coleman
! the
1 SS Massey Ferguson diesel
1 Maguey Ferguson tractor mow- 1 Feed park up
Madera of the Ledger ad'Mei
!Bane.
1 411-et. "little Giant" elevator.
trader
er
malmolicas
the
tour
invited
to
are
Aeriee pallbearers win be Ronnie
prartleallv new feed troughs
I WC AC tractor
1 Ford cultivator with John Mee
lat
Mai
of
Seeing
Conlin
with
and Don Hanley, Richard and
1 Mummer Harris manure spread1 IA Massey berg. trader
fertiliserr, attachment
Janes Towery, Jun Owens, and
er
I nenuitry vertinvey naistrioasor
1 4214 AC trader breaking plow
Gerald Hendlikikaon, all grand1 McCormick groin drill
I New Holland ha, baler
sons of the deceased. Honorary
1 "Fresessie heat end Wader
1 61 Mary Ferguson corn picker
pathearess will be Lowell Palm- Lubie Roberts Set
I Hie disc
7 John Deer, !Cat.
1 Pica up harrow
1 111-ft. AC wheel type disc
er. Lennie Carson, Ogle Hale, For Tomorrow
Ford manure spreader
2-wheel Implement ironer
Crete Writhe', Napoleon Towery,
1 Reese rig
John Deere rotary mower
1 2-row John Deere planter with
Paid Pierre.
R Smith, and
pp-Iffs A flirtation motor
2-hl trailer
fertiliser attachment
Mrs
services
ladle
for
Funeral
Ocue Lawn-roe.
John Deere rultIvator
1 I- bottom 111C plow
Mrs Hanley, age 51. died at Meek) Roberta wit be °admitted
1 Gandy row crop applicator
Athens nosh & Bee Mee
1 Rotor. hoe
J. H. Murtha
the Murray-Calloway County Has- it the chapel of the
RS Free Flow fertiliser betel1 Air snare cutter
Home Saturday at two p m.
1 3214 John Deere breaking plow
ped Wednesday at methight. She Funeral
hater
1 Concrete miser
Rev. Lloyd Wilson and Rev
Is survived by her hothead. Prank; with
Ford hoo• rake
1 Cultipackor
MeCullouth chain saw in good
1 4114 Mammy Ferguson breaking
T. G. Shelton dflonting Buriel
throe daughtees, Mrs Ray Owens
Perch pick-up harrow
shape
plow
be in the Murray Cemetery
Ilia
and Mrs. Pad Hendrickson of
Donaser tractor post hole digPaler twine
Fescue Ilf•Pei
*tithe pallbearers will be TruBenton ma Mrs. Robert Tower,
1 Ns 4111 New Holland hay baler
Corn
Regime seed
liar
ger
man arraa Cook Sanders, Jerry
of Murray Route Two; three sons,
deruhrough. Prat* Lancaster. Clyde
Clyde of Jecksonvgle, Pie., HowRoberts, Hoyt Roberta, Raymond
*
70
HEAD OF DAIRY CATTLE
70
ard of Corpus Chr, Tema, and Hamlin. Mn CarYeltoese.
the survey will be released to
Herman
at
Parker;
Route
Two;
the news media and made
Mrs. Roberts. nurse for 25 MIMI
1 HOLSTEIN 'IT'LL (Pure Bred)
1 ANGI'S BULL (Pure Bred)
one brother, late Cunningham of far Dr Hugh Houston. succumbed
available to interested groups.
49 COWS. annroximetelv 27 of these cows are fresh now
Padeash Route Three; 11 grand- ihundser at 1 -0 a, m. at Us
20 2-YEAR-OLD HEIFERS
children. 17 great grandchildren. ibtrrey-Cidloway County liceptat.
Mr. and Mrs Henley had cele- See reesived her R. N. degree to
Most of these cows are young with their lifefolung, in front of them to make von monh.
brated their tt2nd wedding an- Juts 1912 from the Madison SadThese heifers are the type that grow Into
The herd is mostly Holstein.
niversary
lichen end Hospital at Madiman.
There are a few Brown SWIM and a few Jerseys.
Friends may cal at the ala- T.
loct-Coiernan Funeral Home.
The well known Murray nurse is
Tim and your Mends are medially Invited to mina and leek over this fine dairy heed en( geed;term
sigehed by her hod:rand. Lubie of
equipment any time before day of aale. For any additional informatIon please agnigat WI. C.
31R Shea 120 Street: one brother,
Box 25, Felon City, Tenn., phone 0015-2453 or S. N. LeDuke and flea, Armalioneere and Real Wats DratWASHINGTON sal - The Unitask* ot Cleveland. ChM:
era. phone 253-6528 or 213-711411. Tlirtonvtlirt, TOM
ed States has tried crop destruc- glideab-in-arre, Mr. and Mrs. Rahtion and defolitation of jungles in
. MIN
isa admits. and ester-in-kw.
Viet pone areas of Vietnam, amordLOOK NO FUSTITILS! Mere yea will fled mei geld dairy male and farm equipment that will work and
Peg anberts, all of Murray Rotate
tn. to indications fro mthe Pentapredere far yen. Hew yen Invest year money Is Important to your Money spent here on these fine cattle
Three.
gon
and geed farm equipment will bring you geed returns.
Friends may call at the J. H.
The Defense Department sild, Churchill Funeral Flame.
Tuesday that 5 million gallons ot
- OWNERS SATURDAY and
herbicides and defoliants were purMRS. R A. COLE
('.0 BERRY
chased at • coat of 32 mignon dolCONNOSS TO VICFNAM
lars in Vietnam Wring fiscal 1967,
HOLLYWOOD fon - Television
Route 2 - Union City, Tenn
712 South Home - Union' City, Terfn.
APRIL 1 and 2
whkei ends June 30.
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house. Very good Mosso.:
A HEAL ISURINESS house for an
or nose_ it las aver 6.000 sq. ft. Of
nour space in it. Waldrop Real
k:stake, DM So. 4R1St. Phone Masai days. 76$-1300 nights. 161-10-C

BOONE'S

and 6. Quit Verona Grogan 753-4078. ala.ple Lit.,
38-17-C
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Television Schedule

710
6- 30
9:30
oat°
00
.1 30

e'. Gum
Lawrence Welk Show
Hollvwood Palace
R.kT Patrol
Iron Horse
Rifleman
ABC Weekend News
SUNDAY .,

Channel 5- WI-AC-TV
CBS
Week et Marra II-March 35
Letkeen Channel 7 and
SetWarilt Preararnr Also On

10 Paiedly Affair
• nn Mandel MB=
7.30 Red Skelton
4:30 Petticoat Junction
9.00 WLAC-TV Reports
9:30 CBS Reports
e ell The nig News
a 15 Rao., Weatbor
a 10 Traits, tr soma..
toll Killion Dollar Moyle
'iw Sere oh

ope Girardeau Channel II

IIRESNRSDA• e'VVNENO

• 11. SIONDAY 111•111OLGa
111110•3: 11•11111111111

COI Omsk, .01:41 Minsiag 11180;
hie elternme wfrnaff
IsUM Centarn K.anirsroc
ge MM. Douglas
Isis awe ol Mayberry
Disk Van Dyke
1110 Loft or Lae
till *mope Senn
11:10 Search for Tomorrow
U 411 The Guidtog Light

'00
44• iJ Weather
Trams Lia Spode
620 lostn Speoe
720 Reverts Ifinballes
4 80 Grote Aeres
30 Goini • ,o
9:00 late Oo to The mom
11-10 Marshall
6700 The Big News
418 Raider Weather
10:30 Today Te Oportir
10:30 Denny Ka).e
I I n1 Minion Weller Moir*
I AP Olga OV

P IL MONDAY TWILOUGS
at

1

Ultati Y EVENDete

FRIDAY. Arras.t.0014
March 23
130 The World At Noah
4.0 Cal Time Salami Canwhittlwa
WO As The Waste TWIN
ISO Paamore
I:310 Boum Pang
8:411 To Teti The Trod
1:11 Doug Edwards Ned
8:30 Site cit Night
1110 acne Storm
3:30 Timmy and Lamile
11.10 Big Show
010 CBS Meentog News with Wal
• Crenlose

4

610 Smashed
6:13 Rader Weedier
11.30 Today In Sports
6:10 Colbourn
7:1110 My Three Sons
ray Miro:lay Night Mons
10:25 Mg News
10-40 Radar Weather
10:45 Today In Sports
101$ Minion Dollar Movie
12:30 Simi Oft
PlO

a

ft
,
tl
61

tt

Wire11 a• frVWNTieffi

Pal

130 The Girl from U N C. L. I
7-30 (coasional Wife
3:00 'rues Noe at the Modes
1010 News Picture
1015 /*relight Thom rooks.)
PM

WHIVersn•

OAS ‘Ihrtrusa
COO Bab Rape Mow •
11:011 I Spy
410 1.1.41. Piens.
10'30 Accent
11:00 Tonight Show 'Color)
PM

Tin 'MAY rvirPONO
March 23

MONDAY ev17fTNO
March 0

oda Neediest
is Ftselsr Westin's,
110 Today in Eporte
5 30 Oillorano Island
7 00 Mr Terrific
7 30 The Eery Show
5-00 Andy Griffith Show
8:30 Movie of the Week
10;13 Big News
40:30 Redar Weather
10:0 Talley In Spaela
10:0 To Tell the Truth
1118 MINI= Dollar Movie
Il• lga Off

so

1111111111T SVIININO
March 21

fOre !ferryboat
4:16 Radar Weather
11:10 Today In Sports

March 21

1

0:10 Odd' Boone
71$ Kim Trek
IIle Drama
i CM Doan Mortis Show
/ NHS News Perham
,
•- ts Teedght Mow (Oalarl

1

ERMAT trimitmoom
irsrel 34
-111111 Tarim
7:111 The Man Prom rNauf
II IS T. IL I Cat
9 0 Laredo
0 05 ISSIPS Pleture
.0- 11 Tonic°, rho
,

Channel 8

FRIDAY. AFTIRPOr014

ABC
rrorr.im• 10,0 OF'
111-...-lahnee Chins., 1
Weft of March le-March 25
4

News rune marled
14 15 Pamoir Swab
13 30 Let's elate a Deal 'Odor,
11:00 NBC Newt
1:95 Days of our I.Jees
i
'Me Doctors
3 80 Another Work
t se You Drell day ,Coiori
in Mardi Gems ,Colori
NBC Ahern000 Report
3.30 Score 4
4 se Powys
4:10 Cheyenne
5:31 Itantley-15000
lila New.
0:10 Weedier
11:30 Sports
60

liATL'IlIDA
Mareh 18
700 TUPDTV
7.20 Atop the Pinot Prist
7:50 Nem
8:00 Super 6
8:30 Atm AM
9:00 FlIntetones
910 Space Kidettes
1000 Secret Squirrel
1030 The Jetaons
11.00 Carl McCord
11311 lieThe Boy
ItAO Masa Secrets
13:30 lb* Ihnitbsoniero
I. Weekend at The Movies
3:90 Odes Willkins
-3:110 dot Nam 1Fteports
410 abaft Wonderful World of
Odf
CO dant Ilibta
5:10 Sharer Mcdell Report
1:01 Les Angles Golf Tourney
•
11:00 Pond Wagoner
01:10 Moor
7:00 American Jr. Miss Pageant
710 Get Smart
8:00 flat Night Movie
10:00 News. Weather & Sports
1015 News. Weather, Sports
10:10 Weekend at the Movies

WSIX-TV

II MONDAY Tirlitrolin
MIT'?

n4,
V ISO

0.00 rdwritlanal
0:10 Mightnor Patrol
7:111 llas Bab Sh
1110 Rempar Boor.
!els Supermarkei
111-IS The D1141111 Lpern•
Wei Donne Reed Mow
11:30 Tether Knows had
1200 Ben Osseo
P. M. MONDAY TBSWUM,
PM

PRIDAV eVENIPIO

1:00 Newkwed (isme
1:110 A Time For Us
1:0 News For Women - Marlene
ganders
2:00 Owners' Hospital
2:10 The Nardi
•
2:00 Dart Shaded
11:20 Where The MOM Is
4:00 Merve Griffin Mow
5:00 ABC News'-P Jennings
5:13 Local News, Weather, Sports
5:30 Rawhide
10:00 Clore Up 430 Mtn only)
10-30 Frage West
11700 Men geeing Eve
1.210 Sign Off
SATURDAY
March 1/1
0:45 News Wea Timetable elide
7:00 Ghost Stories
8:30 Porky Pig
9:00 Kbog Kong
9:30 Beatles Coro:sone
10:30 Milton the Monater
11:00 Hues Bunny
11:30 Milton The Monster
1.210 Carl Tipton
1:30 All-Star Wrestling
2- 30 Pro Bowlers
4:00 Wide World of Spode
5 •)0 Pennanan Faintly
6-00 Death Valley Days
30 Dating Game

lIre.'Marjorie Campsite. far'
leer Dodd employe, looks tense
as she Wail., the hearing after .ubslantiatIn,: testimony
.110.13.111 dunalian to
()"-Id from A %'. Ferman. In.
te-riational Latex vice prealdealt LnxCltrn4,f efforts
try to get an ar aseadorship
for A N. Spatiel. Lairs presy.

The fine 90-minute presentatka
of "ABC State Si" MR be a pled
tailed "The Wide Open Door" at
3:30 p. m. April 20. Tally Bendall
and England% Honor Blechman will
der m this corned.
, about a bank
robbery carried through wilt the
unwitting aid of Scotland Yard.
NBC International hes embarked on a program of producing feature fibrin for theaters that wit featwe chanoters 41 canatenchng television megrims -The Met Is • movie =Bed "Ride the Wind" in Midi
lire lading aheiresaws aid be the
Cartwright' of de "Sondes" rerim-Lortie Greene, Dan Bkxiter
sod MOW Landon
-JACK GANTS

WEDNESDAY EVENING

O:30 Batman
710 Odantme Stoceial
▪
Wednuda, nerot at Mob.
10:20 The Iisidesint
11:30 Ripcord
THURSDAY IFERNINO

10:30 Dalootas
U:30 Trails Well
VIODAT IMIEN11140
Mardi 14
6 30 Green Hormel
700 Ttrne Tunnel
.
1'00 Reogo
8:310 Phyllis Diller
910 The Avengers
10:30 Joe Payne 0how

SO NCAA Football
4 30 13arinac
1 -00 F-Troot
7101 Bewitched
**0 love on Reef top
830 That Gat
II 00 Dine 67
-

Arthur Itt Poser% of Her.
tin. Conii. treasurer of a
19.11 te‘tiiiianial dinner to
Dodd In Hartford. Conn.,
told the hearing that the
dinner'. sparawes -"were'
concerned that Senator
Dodd had mina., many bo's
tila_k=d, W.
th';ugiot be could use the
fends any way be saw, fit."

▪

1

At the hea;Utg, sen. Dodd (right) confers with his attorney. John tionnett In
the background, (second left) Sen. Wallace Bennett, R-Utah.(standing) Sen John Stennis, D-Miss,
GIFTS OR CAMPAIGN FUNDS IS DU OUESTION-Pictured here are :some of the goings-on
at the Senate Ethics Committee investigation into finances of Sen Thomas J
Dodd 1)Conn. What the committee has to deci
is whether &bout $170,000 realized at 1961 and
1963 testimonial dinners for the senat
constituted gifts for his own use or campaign
contributions for that specific use. Hr imits using about 8150.000 for personal
expenses
ralt
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TAKE NO CHANCE- WHEN Vol

TV CAMEOS:.%fen' Griffin

TRADE WITH ...

Happiness Is a TV Star Named Mery

cw PARKER MOTORS
Murray, Ky.

753-5213
By MR 141114411
THESE years, and not some
distant time when he can play
Hamlet or produce the great
American drema, are the golden times for Mervyn Edward
Griffin, once labeled by a magazine writer as "the hip choir
The genial Mere, whose own
syndicated (to Mee than 80
markets, 904000 show is
moving into MS Odd pear and
whom own 0111111111011111 has five
succeleal TV. progross either
on the
BF about to j. on, is
seemingly•totally happy man.
"I Mtn have any aches for
dredge inweallzed, not really,"
he told me. "I'm performing
and Yin producing - and I
couldn't be more pleased. And
I suppose I'm lucky in that I
don't puffer from •grUlditia' the feeling that Jack Pear had
for months before he finally
quit his show; the feeling that
It's a rough, tough, extremely
wearing nightly chore.
"I think the difference is,
Paar put so much more of his
own personal life and times. his
likes and dislikes, his enthusiasms and even his family, into
his program: I emu; I'm almost
the opposite. Nobody watching
really knows too much about
me end I'd like to keep it that
way. I don't'have anything to
hide. It. just that I think my
audience would rather find out
all about my guests on the
show. And you know-so would

LARGE VOLUME - LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"
SEE US ON A NYW OR USED CAR

'
HERE
'
S MORE TO SEE ON CABLE_ TV

HURRAY
CABLEVIS1ON
Murray, Kentucky

Phone 733-5005.

Have Your

ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Ws rusibing unusual, John Wayne laughing his head
eff with Mery Griffin. Mery evokes everyone lolly.

PICTURE AND STORY
PRESERVED For A Lifetime!
WE CAN LAMINATE
IT IN

41.

PLASTIC

Ledger & Times
Office Supply Department

Gale Garrison, Manager

re

rap

105 N. 5th Stet'

•

said
kill your wife?' But I can circle reer I *up discovered," he
my guest a little more warily with a grin. After that, he got
and more comfortably draw his his own NBC show, but It was
yanked after a while-drawing
story out of him."
Mery has a rule for interview- 130.000 letters of protest from
ing guests who might be con- American viewers (17,000 is
• • •
troversial, such as Russian Am- considered a good beet).
• • •
THE AUDIENCE does, too. bassador Nickolal Fedorenko,
MERV'S wife Julann once was
With no journalistic background. who made his fiest informal TV
secretary, and
Mery has become a sharp. per- appearance on the show."I don't Robert Q. Lewis'
lit
ceptive interviewer - who leads fight them back," Griffin said. she's a partner with hint
wh lc h
a guest pleasantly down the "I don't really get into argu- Griffin Productions,
"Jeopardy,"
primrose path by beginning ments with them. Not on has put together
April
with soft-going easy comments THEIR subject. That's suicidal. "One in a Million" (due
Stars," "Talk
'i"My. that's a nice suit you're like fighting a man in bis own 2), "Reach for the
1t Up" and, of course, the Mery
wearing"), but before long has ballpark, to mix metaphors."
• • •
Griffin eheerr. They live cm a 28almost painlessly taken the
A CALIFORNIAN (San Ma- acre spread in New Jerseycelebrity apart bit by bit and
waterexposed clearly whatever axe he too)., by birth. Mery originally "with not one. but TWO
knows much
was a singer, who worked with falls"-and nobody
has to grind.
"Waiter Cronkite told me at Freddy Martin's band and made about their personal lives.
'Actually," be said. "all I am
a party the other night that he a monumental hit out of "I've
really am. I
really envies me, being able to (lot a Lovely Bunch of Cocoa- I. the audience. I
they'll enainterview SA I do," Griffin maid. nuts." He did a couple of films figure, what I enjoy,
have fist'On a straight news show such before TV, but he really got joy. Sometimes we
in the studio crowd and I
a.s his, you have to come out over the hill when he subbed for fights
but otherbluntly and to the point. You Paar on NBC'. "Tonight" show. don't get into them
one of them
know-'NoW, Mr. X., did you "It was the 12th time in my ca- wise, I'in just
Distribute4 by Ling Features Syndicate

5.

Best of Gasoline"

-el SUPER SHELL SERVICE

sport white flannel, cuffed (rowers
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James P. Boyd, former administrante assistant to
Dodd, testified that a Lyndon Johnson aide nail informed that pregass-of
1963 testhnoldlli dims tor
I) -Id iias raising campaign
fund. This oas IS rearm
or hotting Johnson to atteed. Boyd, Quion
ono testified about
a_51111,000 aviation_ from
International Latex eke
president A V Fermaa.

CBS will start a series of Nationol Professional Soocee League games
April 16 The games will be seen
on Sundays through Sept. 3, mast
of them starting at 230 p m.

March et

PM

a_

Barbra filtreinand's third one-hoar
special for CBS will be taped in
NVT: York in April fat braadaast.r*
next fall.
A.BC wail carry the finals of the,
16th onsassl Iriternational ammo.
Congress Pageant April 20 than
Civic Auctitonurn in Long Beach,
Calif

6 30 Our Time in Hell
7:00 T'he Invaders
8:30 Peyton Piece
9-00 The Flighty*
10 30 Greetset Maw on Bud
11 -30 Science Fiction Theater
PM

NEW YORK 1100 - Dick V=
Dykes first one-hour variety special for CBS-TV will be lured at 8:30
p. m April 11. His only gueot 4441
will be Phil Erickein the former
comedy act partner with whom the
gar gored his first opening night
about 20 years ago in a night citiO.

NBC's Tool
show with JohnCorson will be
on Use day of
New Vogt origin on M skilled' west
of rha Rookies begbrins mint 13
They Slave been cuszr,da
á'iiDe day-debar
7V1preti ed vase taping machines make this
posieble-

Marsh ad

P 20 MONDAY THROU40

PM

TURSDAY EVEN1140

1

March 22

6.10 Sumas asensielk
3:0 Mine Hill Vane,
SAO Mighty Moose
▪
ilnoerclos
▪
Prankenatek Jr.
6.110 Space Ghana
16:40 Superman
111:30 Lone Ranger
"It Pomo rim
11 311 limellaberry Hound
i2:40 Tee. and Jerry
12:30 Road Runner
1:0 Mai Inntational Tournament
1:30 Doke Gillis
Channel 6 WPSD-TV
3:01 Chemplocship Boeing
line CBS Oaf Clunk
NBC
419 Daktan
SAS rve Oct • Board
siamark tirak•.:rna Also (hi
A:a• &Mei What
LSD Pleushod
Nrohrilfle ( hootiel •
0:10 Wham Ilididor
8:20 Todd la'ipso%
Week ef March It-ellarch 23
0:11 Arid Odessa
PRIDAY nA YT111a8
Ile Mid= Imparibie
010 Plash sad Petticoats
0:00 Oundela.
Les Today Shoo
0:0
Bilds
9:0 Romper Room
111:11 asks Welber
9:211 Pine New.
WM Todd
1111Orta
91* Concentration
110 Mho of the Ws
100 Chan Letter
111:110
Tiau
10.30 Showdown
111111 Jeoparly
ii ill Pen nein
Country
OVItthar
41•0 lenC Day Report
Mama 11
II.S• away., Genies.
rig LoPerres Painity
'..so Chock Wagon chins
•00 Reovene Jubilee
ha) Pattern for Urine
1010 Camera Three
11•20 Faith for Today
11:00 Popeye sod Priends
11 - 30 Pace the Nation
12 00 Popeye and Friend*
12 00 firsaaveroccl tipectscuitix
1.30 CBS Sports
DOI Children's Film restive.'
400 Speddown
30 AinateaUr Not
00 The 21a1 Century
5 30 Newbold
• 00 Lode
0:/0 It; About Tse
ton Id Mire= Shoe
e 00 Smothers Brothers
9:00 Candid Camera
i0:111 ekinday News
IRIS Naam' Weather
1110 Wood N Waters
WU Million Dodo Movie
43:011 Sign Off

PM

March 21

Maireh 24
8:11111eweliem
11:19 illeder Weather
419 Talky In Owls
8:30 Young Peoples Concert
71111 Seepsn's Heroes
11:00 Pride, Night Movie
10:1.1 Mg News
10:39 Radar Weether
111111 Tuley in Spores
10:41 PLni41 501
1.3311 Mita Train
13-0 Sign Off

March 19
6.46 Social Security in Action
1 40 T..a.atuna of the New Theta
ment
1'30 Herald of Truth
9 00 74 Se of Worship
4:30 Weeny & Cecil
00 Lanus the Lion Hearted
1 - 30 Peter Potamus

764 riorb for loaso
1111 Gomel libigtng Jubilee
810 Penwell Devotee
ft II Hamilton Beecham QMallile
• 30 Herold -.I Troth
10 00 Pr2ui unday
, on o.n.o..
-- 1114
1120 711e- Six
030 f>sermerl lie
12 00 Meet The Press
11 -00 House of Worth*,
i1230 Fr.ontier's of Faith
'30 Know Your Bible
110 The Big Queeklon
Threettons.
- tellh-Weetiond at the -Monies
230 Issues A Answers
3:00 Exeprunent ai Televincti
1:110 NBA Basketball
410 Wild Klnedorn
3:00 American Sportsman
430 0 E. C3De3e Bowl
too Itett1e
'00 ireenk McGee
600 Voyage to Bottom of Sea
3:30 Whore light to Bear ArMe
7 .00 FBI
lt:30 Wctaleoeful Wcuid of Cellar
4.00 S.m Night Movie
710 Mote Grt Your Chin
10:00 News
11•00 Boomer
10:30 Viewpoint
rogg Andy Williams
1100 ABC Scope
olega Mom Weather Soarer
11:30 ABC Weekend News
-tele Weeeprio st the Movies
11 -46 Sign Off
MONDAY EVENING
eel
HONDA/ IIIVENLVO
Mareli 20
March 0
(ONYThe Monteez
630 Mon Nite Movie
7-00 I Dream of Jeannie
8 00 Felony Squad
710 Capt Nine
11 - 30 Peyton Place
8:00 Perry Como
9 00 Big Valley
910 Ram For Your if.
10- 30 lawman
10110 News Mord.
11:30 Everglades
ROM Tonight S 7(711
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Photographs by Edward R. Collie, Chief Photographer, Ledger dr Times

Miss Carolyn Butterworth, the Ledger & Times' "Miss Spring of 1967"
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Leather Has
Affinity For
Ensemble Air

Handbags Adopt The
Compact Look; Small
But Roomy Styles

1;

=
O

• Fashionettes

&

TIMES

—

MURRAY, KENTUCKY
FRIDAY - MAROH 17, 1987
the established two-button and the
increasingly popular one- sign, and both moderate awl full scale glen plaids, many of
button Forward Fashion incdeLs.
which carry contrasting overplaids.
Contemporary colors feature new brighter and lighter
Calor. Have Important Role
Forward Fashion styling has an
new clearer grays, black/greens and bronzed browns as
blues,
undianuted edge when It
comes to lapel variety. Newly designed
peak lapels, T-Shape well as browns tinted with rust or gold.
lapels and split-shawl collars
Double-Breasted Styles Increase
supplement the L-shape„cloverleaf fishmoutli and miniature
PaPtterns in tailored shoulder suits make excellent us
styles.
The awareness and interost of the average non-fashion"
Breast-pockets are back on the
"contemporary" tailored- of stripes from the bold chalk lines to subtle, selI-st.rlpej
man in new fashion gets lliptstus this spring from the aocele- shoulder suits, too. Their return
can be attributed to the Sharply defined glen plairs, neat checks, surface-interest
rated pace of suit style changes and the many varied styles popularity of colorful silk pocket
effects and self-patterns called -fancy plains" that range
squares.
that are currently popular.
from shadow stripes to intricate weaves.
• New colors are an
important part of the spring and sumDouble-breasted suits have scored with the fashion leadmer style scene. Trends are to
For instance, in both Forward Fashion and Traditional
"lighter" shades of the medium ers an dare now seen with incressing frequency. The same
range and sfer.• very summery
suits a man can select from relatively straight-back, moderiight shades.
s
trvueAmeric
of an
,1i and-English" model with a shaped
anized
to
:
as natural-shoulder
ately contoured or definitely shaped suit coats. In the TraTraditional suits there are new olive waist and a
bit of flare to the
e coat. Both of these styles are
blends, whiskey-wheat-honey
ditionaLs he can choose between center- and side-venpe in
tones, new Oxford blues, clear
Furward Fashion models.
-crisp" grays and navy blest,
the Forward Fashions betWeen side-vents and ma-vents.
Another style note of interest is the lightweight summer
Lading Traditional patterns
suit that can be bought with matching vests, expanding itsak
There are sophisticated
includ
two-button
itilY
varieties
aditionals to stripest_czoipourici miy.tures With
or
wearing seasoirth-the early spring and fall.
_complement the standard three slytez, and there are both rather than
•
:de-'

Fashion Looks This Spring
Has Something For All Men

Milsipmatly proppiticiad and camMal emoted. Iiedibilla kliblate
•"riamll-moile rembeicao igg sorrsog
V. Walken the framework of the
It's a smarm for eneembiss — insali-lo-mediuns handbag, damminsod orm hastiver fashiona
gobs ere Minim a matey al shepos, lea he The hatber mutt and the dross- Mars and style Matures.
sod-esst ammlbeistion carry- allit Of
Mien on trap. for the small ye/
sosioart book. despentbroam
laded* satordion Meat. The solimmes at suede a patIMINI Ms dem gussets.
gin eigandable
suited to a abort riserivng wan aid
send
,
shoisbacitill A-litie skirt. albeit gm* oompartmaallis and Ponalz•
tisa un
Jackets may be Simi loath. Min MN* anew three' wartime garai.
• rodleiry sax or moose betted la ad fripather.
front. wsils heat tialuara.
stemma aPr11010/ IMO Iglring ftrie -1.41g the sigh posed* kw
Ilealtar pens asks, short as well as spring Windbags ma min imam
lang-impall. Odors mid be earthy invelapos tote- and pludiss. Wow
wpm.demo Atrass.bagslimme.
masea-dies..
Loather coats take to tent 'Ors and heavy suich.ng.
or slim body-stimming lines Surteat.ire such
tfic3 almost a refloated in the wedowses embalm etudes, es
ar- timid: Onsilf-earnid wabbm.
MI et gloat gold harthentra. mini%
ninon and grellin leadlers
atellatal luebit 1.181 WPM
bard, Oman &Mbar, ampallites
rintsbid bather. gisming peel*
litimmed win a 'moat issiessr.
Mne-nagged made
. Penton touches. to mit Mt Wm ,
int:dude be
buttons or 'ports and oraual haadtwes MO
clotames, Imbaisciabite sem eons in the - gam sconcom am"
.
or stokting Lame parches shoulder-strap tags
and other dremnasker de- and tote& also gsxxl as a conspeuuon
bog. appear In grained. brushed and
•
cantkute the commie look. • waxy leathers
ere many coa-s• with coordImbibes or leather-trimmed
dresses.
Spring's versions of the leen kaar dress are available in almost
color. sleeved or sheveiess,
straight or gentry Ad brief

LEDGER
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Luxury iletalb,"Paeka—ge
.,„„ps,, Fresh Look Tops
Groups
What to look for us furniture fashions for spring? Here's
a checklist of the latest trends
• -Package" collections. Several manufacturers are now
offering furniture with complete lines of accessories, inducting rugs, paintings, wall decorations and even ashtrays.
• Wetness cushions. These are new latex foam cushions
with rounded front edges, instead of the traditional square,
box edge. Many furniture companies are using the new cushions to bring a differenelook to furniture this year.
• The "animal leek." Upholstery fabrics with animal
skin prints are widely used. Leopard, zebra, tiger, and many
other prints are avallabie.
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All-American And
Greater Than Ever
Are Spring Knits

Miss Spring 1967 (Miss Carolyn Buterworth) shops for all her beauty
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As Much As 25 Months O.K. Warranty

When drying rugs. hang th;
the line with v.:atop-type troll.et Nasser+ They will lay fiat
when dried

SEE THE SALESMEN IN RED GOATS ABOUT
OUR BONANZA SPECIALS
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Resins* heavy coatings of wax
rai wood thin this way put s,
arpentlne on a cloth and r,
For stubborn "pots put turprr
tine on steel wool and nsti harder
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Colorful Jewelry
Plays A Key Role
On The Spring Scene

excellent
.1e, self-atrial.us-face-interest
8" that range

fashion leady. The same
'ith a shaped
iese styles are
Candela.
eight summer
expanding it*.
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"Striking" is the word tbat be
describes the fashion look in jewelry
this spring.
Boldy brushed, brilliant and brazen colors radiate from ears, thorat.
fingers and wrists. A stained glass
effect with multi-colored brilliants
dazzles in long swinging bells of ear.
rireask-alottal pendant*. butterfYy Dina
and wide bracelets, o-rfectly offset.
ting spring's tenty, high shaped look.
necklaces. rings. bracelets and breeched adapted from museum pieces in
the ancient Greek manner, some in
classical motifs, others as whimsical
i buirel Wreath necklace tE he ar.
ranged at sill.
Pins tell a zoo story for spring:
precious and semi-precious sfones
hold captive 4ees, butterflies, rein.
deer.
Rings become part of the animal
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Exotic Flowers Create
Rare Fashion Touch
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Hai. take a trim sad tailored direction for spring. In complement to fashion's malintrut of fresh colors and uninhabited
prints. This one, In navy blue and white straw, has a squared
crown, rolled back brim. Sy Mr. John. For quick tameas-ups of
the trim took la Yardley's Landes Fluff powder In paityeake
form.

orro.
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Flower & Vegable Pla:Ats cf All Kinds
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fan are welt, paper
fashions. with as this A-line
paper dregs in vivid floral print.
The the. is designed to match
party tableware and decoration.
aka, of paper. "Flower Fan(
by flailinsiit Cards.
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Shirley Florist
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SPRING VALUE

IN THE SPRING A YOUNG MAN'S FANCY
TURNS TO THOUGHTS OF LOVE
. . . and his Sweetheart will love the beautiful selection of

TIME IS HERE!'

diamonds at Furches!
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Perfect diam011tit rip
diate full brilliance
and beauty. The center diamond of every
Keepsake Engagement Ring is guaranteed Perfect, or
replacement assured.
Look for the famous
name "Keepsake" in
the ring and on the
tag.
$45000
A. TIMPANE
Also $350 to 975
25 00
Wedding Ring
B. JUDD
$250.00
Wedding Ring 100 00

s

$100.00
C.CARTHAGE
50.00
Wedding Ring
a•••• aa•••• a
him Iminhaelml

Miss Spring admires the great selection

Mils Spring enjoys looking at the wide selection of appliances at Ward

of Keepsake Diamond Rings at Furches

and Elkins.
Gtusrnnfeed by
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WARP Et ELKINS
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Footwear Trends Favor
Brogues, ide-Tips, Men
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Hosiery Shows
Spring Shine

Easier ThRh rver
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to the old
nursery song, Monday's
washday. Only Monday 7 Aim,

othr, grainied. cordovan, brushrd.
not so ha our homehold.
couple of Mondays are needed
suede, waxy and embossed textures
The way an average family
each week to get washing and
gage
through Clean clothes, a
Brogues, we a needy finonte fur
Ironing chorea done. They're
all times and Mimes are slipper
always with us but there's
some comfort in the thought
son-thanks to new leathers and
that these jobs are getting
constructions Suring's full-toed at
easier thanks to progress In
pop with perforations, pinked
various fields.
acalattrit, iletahlog and wmg-Big Help
talls.
Drip-dryable fabrics and perWhig-170 Gees Aelestlen
manent-press finishes without
The wing-tip. Indelentally. takes
a
doubt solve a number of
this season as•fashion *ilia of
'stressing problenia.
owlets- Dthecially as a kmaEquipment,
too, is cooperwinghack. the wing-tip Is part et
ating and taking over jobs
the brogue influence also felt on OW
that once had to be hand-done.
fards and *Wens. Heavy peeled trim
A new washer, for example, is
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geared to handle such items
ansaidop of the brogue look, as we&
ILS glass curtains, fine lace,
While many maw& borro•s- ham
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the brogue, others lamp to Ms eillekDial Your Speed
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a miniature computer, that en• sainething a little different, there
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!Indy gr. toed leather---or trim urnstrokes (hand wash I through
Prom chairs t3 chests, front sofas
220 islow wash) to 330 (nora single tie. threaded throto tables there's•wealth of leather
mal wash l.
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uphoistenri furniture, nee ly designThere's also a "soak wash"
PM both casual and divas wear,
ed to 1111 every roont. answer even
with zero agitation that's speEVERYTHING'S coming up tulips in laundry accessones,
new sZtp-uns are an srtful combinesprang &casting problem In hon.
cifically designed to handle
Including dust cover for Ironing table,
tkin at comfort and good looks Inlaundry cart liner,
dreads of colors and a wide range
woolens and the more delicate
clothespin bag-. Note the handy iron rest on
formal v-s-aions spotlight bandsmen
ironing table.
tie handsome textures. these leather
washable fibers.
stitching. norms. brass hs,idware.
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Good Features
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.New Designs
Dress Home
In Leather

re

•

ACCOADINO

The past fes seasons have seen
mena shoes wide!, to a new fullness.
'Pounding out oldatyle potnts to crescents Now the bluntet square to
steps onto the style scene In every
footwear style from the drams Magee
to the sandal. leather shoes square
off les then& marts lustiest Industries al Amarka.
To fashion al 11eta and plinth a
aboe as can be mole. whether same
or ereeeentogd, new spring footwear
-siebs-featisseereigtsh

4

TrAt

Sofa Or Bed?
Can Tell
erenee

Color dangles, ruoises, ghtters
shinuners and softly meanders through spring -on the prattisot legs
that ever made a &oaring =deli- oh
short skirt

•

Neon-bright colors biome myth in
purtale. orange, Itime MM. chrome ,
yellow and pink
log the maximum
tights, panty hosei,noili
OPen networks.
Putting the shimmer into the
sheer puts excitement into leg looks
for spring Glitter staintatt first
appeared at She holiday season, and
any mostly in silver or gold, intended for evening view.
Now, spring adds a tat of shine to
day tittle etookings-darks, pastels
neons
ry and
tones.
the new pale gray, Mice!
cola

•

lhe se•xxici important atocluint
trend for spring is that of the definitely stiodunged,leg, Same of the
newton stockman and tights are not
tanaired at all and neither are they
trantharent. They ifs Me outline
sat the leg Mow, but not the surface of the skin.

•

- Such edokiews are knit cud heaviez.b
d.n_as-110 or 40-diem the traditional nylons. Here, color is extremeiy siipyrterA. Intense neon hues
.
- Which look as if they would fluoresce in the dark are receiving a lot
of &Mandan.
-Thattises sod pattarns offer the
beta of two extrema There's the
subtiety of Uny geometric patterns
sod gamy weaves for young sults....
Mile dresses. or the bold daring (OP
wide then patterns with a hand-

•

made. sportive look.

After Running Around

•

y, posing fir the prwologriphirt, our Miss Spring 1967,

41SS CAROLYN PUTTER...7'5 IF
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Enjoys Re1•7:ing In A

LAZY BOY

1
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awl
to a nen `+-1 r • . :yds !n IOW mad h^ii•ht
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;ETC.

1.

3

•.'1•17.-.
...r3 and bad'
.o IC '
:vet 1:
,partinin's. at
I :lam &me irons havered' i
;el parer fishien depe rimer Is, tulti„.
me designers ta.ve cr,,a•ri paper
,:rty dresses priced from 20 to 40
oilers.
The general consensus seems to be
nat, right now at least, paper as a
material is strictly for fun
(.1• a "conversation piece" In the
' tore, say some advocates, nee de,)opmerits may make paper an ini,,,,rtant "fashion fabric"
More softness and drapability.
'or paper are being sought and some
rimpanies are experimenting ii I.
:nyl.coated fashion papers A pi.
,o.coated paper raincoat ha., al,
sly been successfully produced and

Miss Spring Chooses Colors To Match at

Hughes Paint Store

Enix Intsiriors has Lazy Boys in Styling* tosuit your taste.

ENIX INTERIORS
10th and Chestnut

_

•
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•

•
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• •
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checks, narrow stripes, animal markuigs. Other fetching effects are
achieved with patent leather emitgum. fringe or tiny bows.
For formal sear are fine kid leather glilves reaching to elbow or upper arm. They may be bare and
For every costume in the spring beautinil, or embellished with jewwardrobe, there's a glove to give It els, beading of feathers.
that "ensemble look."
RAIDING THE -ZOO"
The smartly gloved hand may be
bared to spring breezes !across knuckLinens for !Trine '67 reflect the
les and back by sporty "racing dnver" openings. In a dressier mood. trend toward the "animal look" Pat&Win may feature open scrollwork tern inspiration for new sheets and
at the wrist or copy the racing dri- pillowcases comes from the giraffe.
Debra, leopard and peacock.
black suede with net.
_aocent_Aor =matey
POI CASUAL LOOK
tumea, casual city clothes or pants
sults, the free-flexing glove with
For the casual and country-living
knuckle and back openings comes
in many leathers, including pig, look in furniture fashion, new tweeds
and exteures in homespun waffle.
deerskin, kid and cape.
For • softer look, there are gloves plain and striped weaves show up In
In printed leathers: tiny flowers, spring upholstery.

Gloves Accent
• All Costumes

Shows
hine
so- rsa Bilkers
r sigenders throiiiittlikleat legs
owing under Mk
a Uwe away
s
S green, dinette
shin;

)rip
ttu'ee ii
r into We
nit into leg Sooks
:slockSlIts first
Way season. and
ter sr gold, inWNW
a bit of shine to
-deem patels..
VMS Ise. hobo r

•

octant stecking
Uses of We dethe
ft, Sans
id nghts are not
Wither are they
let We outline
iat not the tour-

•

skink of heavierk
than the tniciiodor is extremeIIC011 hues
n
Cy would fluore rents ins a lot

Soma offer the
as. There's the
Metric patterns
tor young sults.
! bold Miring of 41/
with a hand-
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and blazing colors, on sleep-lounge
nightdresses, coiter-ups and poiMSS.
To catch a woman's every alluring mood are romantic, lace-encrust-,
ed peignoirs, long coats that float
The "lovely to look at, so nice to enticingly over wisps or bikinis. Procome home to" itiot inspires spring's vocative kaftans and djellababa
sleep-lounge-wear. Where sleep stops
and lounging begins Ls impossible to
discern, so fashionable is sleeptime
apParei:
,
Beauttfig
dreamers sake
soft, floating fashions that have
more looks than Scheherasade had
stories.
Sleep dreams adit
the look of
party Itne for
o Ills gille drier& and imainhirta, Sin
fabrics in soft and shintrlsasfOritilig......Acfn with odors. ing orion that flow in simple, graceprints and lace and ruffle trims into 1W shapes.
styles that are just right for "big
Straight from the pages of the
girls."
Arabian Nights come caftans, diet
Feminine pajamas blend prints labahs, burnooses and harem pants
and solids vividly and use spring's exotically printed in bold Horan, ab"dandy" looks to create styles that stracts, paisleys and tripes.
are pretty enough for public — but
The Medieval spirit appeals in
right only in the boudoir.
gowns and robes that are reminiscent
The primitive capture the African of King Arthur's Court. Shapes cling
fashion beat, "trapping" tingle an- at the top widening slowly to the
imals and tribal patterns in prints fingers and floor.

Femininity At Its
Best Inspires New
Spring Sleepwear

Under All,
Shapes Go
Smoothly
Smooth is the first word for spring
underfashions. for brassieres with
a mingle seam curving each cup: for
and'pantie girdles with persuasive paneling that flows from
front to back and is elongated over
the tdpir-for-ene-plece Youndatioris
styled along princess lines_
Another ward, too, figures prominently in wring foundation collections, and that word is spare. Like
outer faahions that swine into miniskirts front T-square tops, foundations frequently feature a minimum
Of fabric. Yet there is shaping even
In mini-girdles arid detni-bras.
And let's faoe it: those ware Little dresses do demand a fine form
underneath!
The form is defined — never accented — by brunettes fashioned of
trioot or lace or durablapreis cotton, with fiberfill contours to assist
nature when needed. Often the new
bras have skinny traps, portrait
necklines, low backs. deep-cup underarm bands as outer fashion points
In their favor.
With pantsuits both short and
long very much on the scene, foundation makers naturally have considered the figure problems they Present and have come up with answers:
trim, long-begged pantie girdles with
concealed garters for long, trim, tapering pants, short panne girdles mai
rounding rear panels for pantsuits
that are boy-short and narrowAftçr challenging the shape-makers by
y with mini-skirts, clingy
fabrics id pantsuits, fashion goes
soft a&1 feminine by night. floating
chiffcat and draping crepes in bright
colon over the body.
The bails iliggested for thew at
ter-dark drawn Is a Hoek onspleoe
Shaper with beak dipping low and
straps accommodating themselves io
the outer deoolletage.
For the bold prints and colors that
abound in both day and alter-dark
tresr, there are equivalents in un
derfashions: delicate florah arid precise checks, pretty pinky) and gay
abstract art: hot pink and cool lune:
clear yellov
:
. nuicenta and •
of blue tones.

'forcer

• information Center
O Information Center opening April 1967 •
• Information and Service Centel'
A Service Center

P Intormetion and Service Cealarwbb Mc -1

At-Home Wear Is In
Fabrics Of Color
As Well As Beauty

ill1431111101111
--a, dill*

maul

INFORMATION AND SERVICE CENTERS on Kentucky's principal higliWayi
are shown on this map. The Information Centers are manned by experienced
travel specialists of the Kentucky Department of Public Information, ready to
give tourist information to visitors. The Service Centers feature filling stations,
restaurants, and—in one case —a motel. In addition to these, travelers may
obtain help at district offices of the Departryent of Highways and at Kentucky
State Police posts.

CA
The Perfect Car For Spring
(Also for Summer, Fall & Winter)

And It Doesn't Hurt Your Pocketbook!
,ass.

rs.Nr

M
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Culottes ef every description make spring-eameter news This
eidetic gnus present, tan fashion points: "snort pants" length
EMI the dediestatire of prints. In cotton flower print, It's Amply
simpall, with standup collar and double-breasted cloning. By
Omig Craig Craely.

DRVSSISS TAKE WOODS
Burnoos dresses are hooded. for
herr prettiness amid protection from
siring Lireeses floods can be ,7ern
,
tf, show off neckline.;

PAINT UP
and Spread Spring Around Your Home with

•

0

-9

•

Mary Carter Paint

-4fre

11

I
FOLLOW MISS SPRING'S EXAMPLE AND SEE FOR YOURSELF!!

Test Drive Simca 1967 Today
4 great models - bucket seats - 4;)n the tloor - padded dash all vinyl upholstery rear mounted, high
compression engine - 33 m.p.g., based on Chrysler proving grounds tests - the full backing of Chryslei
Stop In'Soon and Get It All Going For You!
Corporation.

I

BILBREY'S
210 E. Main Street

Murray, Kentucky

Phone 753-5617

TAYLOR Mona
"WEST KENTUCKY'S TRANSPORTATION CENTER"

Second at Main - 4th & Poplar - 5th & Poplar

•

•

Murray, Kentucky - irt 753-1372
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Color And Pattern Make
Fresh Fashion News
Spring and Summer Accents

Silhouettes show variety--supple, or Short-cropped culottes. The short
slim. swinging. with the fitted. belt- puts suit pants ending above the
ed look offering some first indica. knee) has a young mood.
twos of a fashion revolution still in
Caelleelie Continues Strew(
the future. Penerica. too, are diverse,
Beene dins hint that a return to
aptly deacellsed as -tender:. in their the fitted silhouette may in the offgentle, ragellistic approach to test-, .184.41„ bil more fit. with more della,
'
we.
Dan of the waistline. Is evident in
But the Single most important in- that* trend fashions. Usually. fit
,
-- —. . --APPOkfilhaadil0h. the freabest idea ematoinee with flaress—n-,- - •
the real
for spring is: Prints!
The all-together outfit, totally
Wsitsg Mute WOO Patterns
right. appears in a myriad versions,
Designers work their Magic with In pre-coordinated combinations of
'pattern and more pattern, as prints dresses with jackets and or costa,
Sipper in dots, largo and nail: suits with blouses. weskits. costs:
aloft from MAUR ae tatleguall to
Sleeves are varied and newsy—
heellediltiotin strifes. Ude and nat. sheet, puffed. long, skinny Mow new
111114 Menem and wan, barinaimi ks the kite neer,, a web of fabric
lot dllasami mid wettest flonela Illoking a sleeve to the body of
Is Ulla: chalk prints: Me EMIL Ns a cousin of the dolman.
*IOC balder prints; brunette**
Oallsra when they re not cowls
pada; alders; genmetrine. itilwe- or hoods, trend to the neat and disTIMM are two-tone prints. space creet. The mandarin collar marks
alma skein prints, bold abstracts many ants.
and wild tile prints. -Jungle prints
Side-wrapped and side-buttoned
range from Airmen and Indian to effects make frequent fashion ap.
native animals
pearances. as do asymmetric looks.
This predilection for prints is. by
The Arabian nights influence Inthe way, a trend the whole family spires at-borne party attire—the burshare. There's rich new excite- nouse. the &jellaba the kaftan. s.
ment in printed fashions for women, gain in prints.
! for men, for reindeers And it all
coordinates perfectly with the cur- rent trend in interior decoratkri.
where printed fabrics are being used
inside the home in ever-increasing
quint:Sty and variety.
Caber Mews Deversity
1
Color as well as print is riotously
varied—from light to bright, with
elliswe, pink-purples and greens looking eapecially new Black pairs with
, while, and there are many beillY off!whiles. as well as many brown tones.
TM-COLORED drop earrings es. pendant resembling reShape news sees a continuation
Sportswear breesnibrito spring.
volving glitter balls Will add vividlotichss to a simple frock.
' at the last influence, while the high- ready and rarin' to go everywhere
WU Ildbig that's usually associated this active season leads
By TAD ROWADY
iota spring arrives in the form at
ways to get,
One of the new
JEWELRY-- one of the big- Keep In mind your height,
alluesttes era • lifted look The stand in fashion is in a pants sult
gest little projetts in your your face shape, neck length
allioneammesd gasket often pairs with —alert ants, long pante wide or
wardrobe is the signature of and shoulder width. All these
i a Anna slat. Mad other skirts take am pants. pants that;
like I
your tanks and a definite clue enter into the question of
Attr
• Is pleat& teeny floats. flaw as well akkaa Peek out herienih•
hide
to the type of person you ea- large or small each piece
its the A and dm sithrtglige.
WOW skirts. panda
be.
should
141 heshf•
Pasts =dB Ela Me Wing and fades as canna.
2r;i0
In Si* •iisaass sif darkly
'According to Trifaxi, who
=miner as minas mufti, with long ertnek avg.. gjigg.
simple tins-engineered mobile designs jewelry that attracts
eddies Cantabiele to Fadden
clothes jewelry can ereate every type of woman, the
'enormous excitement by vy- fashion picture for Spring and
Soft is as gents suit dictum far,
ing proper cornplemenUng col- Summer is "uncontn veil,
spring IL The sonnets might be
or sparkle accents.
young and very, very gay'
in the fancy pada and done in silk
Of course, each item should and the criteria 'teems to be
worded or agiortIlee, man-tailored
be selected with care. Each divided between "Is it fun':"
with sk gadestia *hetet and body
piece should be an idea in K- or "Ls it chic"
asphalt ageldenes: In the dandy
een and should spell pure fashThis season's collection inMenem* with a frothing of beet at
ion rather than high finance. chides much of both as well
the neck and a Victorian jacket. In
a vested. pants nut of crap Wardle*. tte trousers hang close and
dbit in back, pleated in front and
WOW lailkirs at their Baled end "died le the al"
'the .3We gle.
0-111elti-alrestiallS"
amerimpraitiats pruAK's'jib&—feet
nays Of *AA ellittoe. sequins. crin- 1 Continuing In favor are easy A.Nog spring eallection of nor pimps. shirt _
ihOrt.Irthe pants ant turns up as kle eaten. oldie Misr and eats. ' line and shift shapes for spring's
IllERWA AMR& nettles.ease: seilms set latees Teased. amart- the warns worn with striped bag. lots of freaky bee. Shirts go down casual dreams
Printing up a storm are the rich
i lakanginallseed styles pa Use ae- fir Adds as the snappy little ma- to meet inklaskiets, to become dregs
, emit ma low lines and and pretty tarT Psaildeels "the Pthtthin shirts in Winery style, in stripes. in African motile. the wallpaper and
, siesbel id SUM Bermudas bennsth, osiorrul petals.
lightning stripes on mini dresses In
BMWs as buesne. tx,mrs. Amp
as a irter'essitune for day or late
As for darts. spring finds them tent and caftan shapes for elect or
Owiewes
all types are fresill7 daEbrief. fltppy worn with baring tops. sunning
•
fissiesding smooth leather& 'The
ot' Africa tom-teens into T-shirte. over piaysuit& peeking out
Jade and Kyles from from long jackets
Vain% mesa bather. guided and
PACKED FOR TRAVEL
bridal beaker& waxy. embosned flowing
Imposes to suspendCasual separates favor the look
Little dreams, brightly printed, fold
and printed leathers, reports lea- Cr
dud at the shoulder and of A line skirts in•madras plaid with
into
tar Industries of Anieriest
a brief bikini. or ode- big flap pore,snappy littie bicycle down to a minimum and pack
travel, conlahe new pumps are bared, bow* =
.
11Wanns closed over a bikini suits and the spectator look of coat, handy containers for
venience and fun. One such dress
led Cr bowed. Shelly eut-down al. ny • plaint ring
sweater, skirt
folds into a matching handbag.
agates show off the foot. beamed
Wide-rd jumpalwase and patStirring Prints
by OM!y- widened toelines and len io pants are free flowing tun in their
Even more casually enter smocked
to sal heela On many a pump. open- new, above the ankle way. cut ant and yoked baby dresses. tent dressTO DECDRATI LEGS
togs or appliques across the Instep for lots of tap exposure or coserwl es with halter and tank tops in such
Daring decals are sprthging into
further the bare-ish feeling
bra.
spring-y fabrics ss lacy and crinkle tashion. Mostly ir floral patterns, the
up by s
Buckles bloom
erwrnel, braes,
Shrift Roark Caphmes
cotton. canvas, linen, terry end ileer- decals decorate pale, tinted stackcut steel, fabric and all textures of
parts go with pants in softened sticker.
leather.
Illembeg la far Spring
Like the buckle. the bow belongs
in the current featon picture There
are flat leather or ribbon bows, large
mann or silk begme—floppy or Add,
and every size and metertal between.
Straps of every stripe decorate
the sew footwear. Besides instep
straps and Ts. Owe are asymmetric straps. *labials. holism Ilige
ankle straps Ostlier dem le.the
"hare" facts. strapped styles may
expose the aide of Ow foot. or the
heel—or be eatOplaindir dome except
for the Instep aren
the strap
spans
Straps in constresting color or
leather. often repeated on the had
gain popularity
Sandals ant at their elegant beet,
vrhether slated for street wear, partying or patio Styles include clewed
toe and slingback, closed back and
open toe and casuals that are little
more than leather sole and a strap
or two
Leather ties up the casual shoe
package wila a fetching assortment !
of walking shows flats and other
!party footgear. Mass. spectators
or broguees—mallurs mine win strews
attached. Leather laces. ribbons and
abotelelell lers are all being used
Tedlass Are Feller
P.gaellehens and bootees also
parade NM touches as brass trim.
sPlattsid flowers. nialheads. tea
eels, tongue treatments and twoor
three-color themes
After-five show may be exquisitely bare or embellished with tiny flowers. jeweled buckles. beading. rosettes or draping effects They flaunt
low to mid heels. slim or blocky A
few high heels are also on the scene
Toe lines here, as everywhere, are
fuller—either round or squared off,
with some crescents still afoot.
Shoe shades wing from soft and
MISS SPRING at the boxoffke Of the beautiful Canri Theatre, where she works
luacious to sharp and shocking.
For evening. metallic leather
three nights per week. Carolyn says she really enjoys working at the Capri.
shades shine in gold. silver, pewter,

AArn
edF
Fun,05:r
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Pants Suits
Move Softly
Into Spring

I

1

I
11

Shoes Set
Smart Pace
In Fashion

MOSAIC setti
wide cuff brace!,

-retained glees effect to a stunning
y pin and triangle drop earrings,'

as a charming fantasy group
from which the glittering
stone jewelry illustrated here
was chosen.
Triferi contends that bracelets are very much "in" especially in abstract designs of
bewitching colors.
Earrings are tremendously
popular, particularly the large
button earrings, plain or with
feathered and winged effects,
and long drops.
Pins are bolder and make a
brilliant accent splash against
solid pastels or stark white
and jet black..

The tri -colored enameled
pieces are most effective. They
are marvelous for evening
wear and add an extra touch
of femininity to caftarn, djellebas and pallazo pajamas
The variety of pendants in
the collection is almost as
limitless and gives a new
swinging look to an otherwise
unadorned surface.
Jewelry certainly Is a lovely
way to express one's individuality. Try experimenting and
see' How much jewelry to wear
is up to you but too much
can cause adverse reactions.

(4,

•
DRAMATIC' featherweight set consisting rf
earrusgs, collar and bracelet corn..s n

orrn<sis

but-

rs,

ton

r
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Continuous Showing From 1 p.m. Daily

Miss Spring checks the high quality meats available at Johnson's Grocery,
Ground

Spare

Roll Rump

BEEF

RIBS

ROAST
991

391

49'

Chestnut

Field's Pure Pork

BACON

SAUSAGE
49

59

Chuck

ROAST
49

&

59c

JOHNSON'S

Ib

''Fino Food
fo#
Fins Folks"
w. namore• 11110
Right to tdott1

uiPtorr.

•

•
yr

•
1

•

•
•

s
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Wide Toes Highlight Wide
Choice Of Shoes This Year
Little girls spring shoes focus on
fuller toes, finishes and a styled-up,
fashion look As toe lines widen, so
does the range of shoe styles and silhouettes.
•
Light-footed moppets May pirouette prettily through the owning seasons in broad-toed strap abaft.
M1.dines, sandals and ties ot all
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Prints And Fabrics
"Can I Wear It",
• Check Your Mirror
Make Difference
In Lingerie Looks
For The Answer

Saddle oxfords show up with patent, suede and smooth Lanier sunon
dt.1-11C 141111)21g
novel shapes.
Strap styles may be T. Instep. in.
0.4, ankle, asymmetric. triangular or
multiple in type. The Toarap itself
—-

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

Fabrics Put
Focus On
Textures

"Before you buy that, new short
What a woman wears under her skirt, sit down in front of a mirror.
spring dresses and suns can be sun. cross your legs and look at yourself
pocity usen, or it can be ulta-lem- realistically.' That's the word trorn
uuty speiled out in delicate flowers hole Raymond Locke, fashion ediFabrics are standouts for spring
and motile laces.
tor of -Mademoiselle magazine.
'67. Surface textures go from the
Basicaliy, tpc shapes of spring lin- I What
the sight is deplobale?
gorse are simple Will unconti.ved, or. I "There are many attractive sheer coop ood neat to the deeply-etched
would be expected at a time when or thin' opaque tights this spring," bas reliefs.
Cutouts turn up with an almost
the print and the tonne are so im- comments Mrs. Locke. -Then if a
portant in creating the fashion. It's bit of your thigh shows, it doesn't upholstery finish in jacquards, with
a fiourah of pattern um matelasse,
really the way in which print and really matter."
The culotte suit and short pants with texture on texture when intrifabric are treated that makea the
difference botweera the spare shape suit are both new for spring. The cately striped with thick and thin
that loots soft and the spare shape enhate•sult-le-and.wklier and is eas- yarns. silver threads.
Woolens, are oftext almost.
-P00..Mtg_a. short petite
tOttolOultrispare-but is equally padsuit (where the pants hit. about an dimensional. Thulr opiah dotted jac•
The spare-looking styles are the inch above the knee) unless you have quards are ready for framing; plaids
are ropey, nubby: stripes are puffy;
mint-slips and nuor-pepcosto that thin thaws, oat toes Moo L -star.
ROW should be worn with sheer tweeds and checks are highly textsdd to shape only- Wad apisafte. of
color or
ail-over pattern as de- or thin Opaque tights and chunky- ured, lock bulky yet are featherlight.
The diskette sheets, the voiles,
aoration. The stet-lot-Acing styles he'-ed Weeds or square toed Immix.
border neckline and. or hemline with; other nolingignea =hide Wort)
. hats aepes, chiffons and geergettee crinkAce, boad ribbon through eyelet em. ;111ouehy-britlimed or berets racing le and rib with texture, pile on textaeodiery, add al.tine or an intris
. 6../Veti israu the perennially-popular area with strips of embroidery.
In coning and suiting fabr.c.s. the
I shoulder beg.
shoe colors tor girls' everyday tato texture.
The culotte suit will ,t almost any- eiedecloths and the felts look parLots co' stare shps end in a soal.
loser are tho browns anti beigm, red,
ticularly fresh. There are worsteds
suit green, navy and canary. AL arose . ipel homunesoat getter:tots-a the oloro a skirt suit will.
a, hay slip-echoes the
'aS.:01.1/t
LiICITI are SJ well cut that with a new airiness, a springlike
-op tune, socOl ttep oat in both pea sow
0 cup edging or a matching orajo only your bus driver will kriote for eelitugOrnsgrains and potipaints
tel and bright lotto, as aee as black. ,
add distinction, along with regiment11 the hull-slip is a salt style,' sure," Jokes Mrs. Locke
a hoe combines well with all shoe •
al arid horstogntal stripes. checks
Can you wear them to work?
Irons/ad with lase it may shelter
shades.
matching bikini panties underneath.' "That depends on your figure your and plaids of different persuasions
Ones selection of lingerie for boss and the dote on your birth geornetrtes.
Wool zibelines arid velorus enrich
▪ t•ing must nemlierlr he deform certificate!"
he spring view of suiting fabrics.
Tentsshoped dresses ore quite east
nwl by the fabric as well as by the
Knits, from wool through acetate
hemline and stlhouette of one's outer tor nearly everyone to wear, and
cotton. have seulrAurei surfaces
fashions, for only a opera and ab- hide many a figure fault. However
s alittelv smooth slip can be worn Mrs. Lo-k' warns that the teat dress 'Some light up with glitter effects.
Cri•tt-in knits wesve new charm In
under the N ? W11.8 light crepes anci should be narrow at the top or else
it will look like a mattrnity dress Intricate patterns that once belong ;erseys.
It can be shorter than a straight d to soul alone. Cotton knit. In
iliv
Under less exact:nit fabrics, of
or, depending upon t.e way it's wora course, one can go all-out for napeor A-line dress, as the ranee:,cover iouble face, flips to reverse nest pee•-ms. interchange colors, double the
the 'knees when rou sit dovv•i.
Another dual performer Is the nesting en thonti
uer-fie;iton.
choice'mIf yota figure isn't perfect and interest.
tiny turoon
odeau.
There is a great deal of
•
There's cnnttnued attention to
r t r legs aren't She beet, don't de
The young eat had shapes have
camel to color
patforn.
eornesnuns, hopsecks, denuns for
1.-11-ncd liner.' V e visor (het runs
th:. herd ssne en,rs th,spring 4X
'
Veatem feeling they impart.
af:a•ot
r
anol
Zhiavag
hleh
Lo peea
aa °11111141
"r°13
.1 suite
'
-"di Illent and Piss tinged
the"'‘
113 6113ugh kicks that
.
itt,t from
(Imes mn
to are -rr3ht for fashion. go you dent
Gaberdines and traditional men's
that's topped by a self-frabrie peg
minty
vs totear aszneththe U you don't veer Warn are newly important
tail: the softcped and squishy, MC Orr
smolt yellows, 'nØ a range
er the criso, neat way they transys Mrs. Locke
teak rloht in It
tinned and stitched low tn-front vie- I p-ace tette cnrel tunes
ite mirror Ai pay kitten 'cam '67 styles.
or.
As for patterns they re from minPer a rating casual crisps*. tor
Mutt it tells
floral& to avers*
,abatraCt4, soils tossto
!un and a rustic flavor. 'there are
spring he's are delicate"
• n•trnber of stripse and checks *rail'he twills. ducks. IMPlino• linen *eaPLOATIN'l
looking in felt and lot cream coiors
VALLS
ble.
of yellow, melon and pink that apes
Ships sal: in as a spring theme -es and fatter. withar cords.
In direct contisit are the fragile '
for wsll plumes, In deep-dimension
all the way to the bold and hot \
Strap range from clean white La
al designsterninhie, haw open weaves Delacquer brights and roughened textfinitely patterned, seine are delicate.
GAILLICY GOOD
les. like, others are threaded
ures.
used commutes credit
Maley
ith sparkle
pimiento-stuffed
raver
olives can heapyou and your family 'ht. et'
FLover hats eUll bleen in spring w.th. gar
r:7 an tree tonne hiss a Ca eve acme z' *.ctue meat importKros
oo
have -a crocheted, loose
to coordinate with the pure shapes, d'reuvre Camegne I c.go of whole
e .s'y. advises
ant gzas. Ihrd
oratracted. handmade quality a
anti p.ter colors of solo. of the 'a
pinsiento-stuffel olives, Vs Itcosolio d r.na.: e, it Jill create
t them that gives a subtly open
fastuona
Asp of tha
vit 11'• A. t. cup problths. aasi 44:2124-.0303 Rids to
ked look" for feminine sophisticaUse
For casual seer what thl boy at choeped onion and .age c:cve sellitts Liu= a. di.
(kin."
severe LT. y :s truer. 0.1 ...:. 23 you can
.:ed.
sreat is Vyps with the girls. so the of gar'..c,
cap tarns up the IcaSsr, looking hours or crennooS Re nove garlic comfortably repay cut of future
_ .ne
right vntir luia, hwir arVI pants
e F.! '‘Lag

has many a variation -split, out-out,
bowed, double or triple-crossed.
Many mocuastrui for spring are
sandalized, with slingbacks, side openings or vamp cut-outs. Others use
lots of brass hard% -e, Lig perforatiOnli and kiltie fringo
The growing "dress-casual" category encompasses shoes that will
Neve equally well for class or special
. This elegant young footLeather, too, offers more textures, wear is accented in a number of
finishes, MN* treatments, in- ways: slim stream big burgles at
cluding smooth, grained, oantiqued small bows, contrast in order or led
at
Iambs& seMmt. yam .01111.bussed. printed and lust,* leathers,
In the "dress-up" department are
reports Leather Industries of Amer. pumps and delicate sandals, in patent. smooth and lumina leathers, and
Forschool time or playtime, there in guide. Dressy styling features inare perky strap shoes or ties in col- clude graceful threes and straps, tiny
tuoul leather Gay ghillies get com- buckles, peek-a-boo openings applipetition tn.= soft ribbon Lee, candy- ques and. of course, wider toelines
...ripe owes anu tattles.
in round or squared-oif sdhouettes.
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Hats, Brinuning ith Fashion
Lead Way To Flattery,Spring
Spring hats are brimming over
✓ith excitment, balancing fashion's
m•at, narrow shapes and the exotic
splach of prints with their trim and
geometric tailoring.
Fruits are wide, shading the face
ot the paniuna end boater, revived
in a new way in vii4 Lac mer.nright
straws, in the *carved coolie that :iris,
straioht on the heud with Its higher
crown, and hood or scrat of fashion matching fabric completely coveruo;
the hair: in the square coolie that
Sets off the square set-in sleeve and
armhole.
'trims are an eyeful when they
olt doonward
front and sweep
to the back LI an adaptation of
Rome s police helmets
Smaller and toroger ;tat shapes
emphasize the forehead and pfyrfeet
ly finish off this spring's costume
look A tilted beret ttes under the
thin and balances per.ectly atop
shaped hair
The newest pillbox reflects the
wearers
ery nursoci as it roverses

•

TO CO HONDA!

4>11..1,

a

United Press International
&toe empty spray bottlin for
a. mixture of liquid starch and
water to have tethdy when ironing or for a solution of ammonia
&Ad Water uaahte as a quick &tantip GI woodwook fuoterprints.
• • •

When buyeng fu:nitore, inriyeet
it. Try doers, a:ewers and all
movable parts, Sit in togas and
chairs. Check inside, underneath
and backside for construction details. Rock furhoure to test baud-

About to paint a high Getting?
Follow these !unto from the National Paint, VarnOsh and Lacquer
Association. R..g a raised pla.fortu
by putting a e_ana on toe now
01 two sturdy stes-31-d€13.
the pothik to extend at least; a
foot beyond the s.tp of the
leader on ski.ch
raais. Make sure
that the laddels are nay cpen
and 'locked in
before you
begin.
—

Long, lean and ribbed, the "poor err sweater continues into
spring wins esish.i.,tieil fashion importance. Suggested for knit121-poonalfers is a tabbed topper with applique design of "lazy
dabble in wide, bright yarns. It's Bernal's all
Sesame
yarts.

Miss Spring 1967
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You Meet T!.ee :41
1 iicesit People
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'Household Hints

?acid Hues,
.;
- 1pErk Spring
Into Color

Spring is Near
NOW IS THr. BEST 7
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Convertibles (i.;1.
Furniture Popuiarity

Miss Spring on the Fabulous Honda

Food
for
Folks"
f** Tu.

Almost any piece of furniture in
the living room Is apt to convert into I
a bed these days
Hassocks, armchairs add, of cone
501101 commonly hide beds One sofa
makes up into two twin beds, and is
especially poplar with career girls
who room togethevt.
Another extra-long sofa converts
to a kingalse bed Hassock.' and armchairs open into comfortable single
beds.

Thomas Honda Sales
601 So. 4th Street

Phone 753-1822
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•• East Side of Square •
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Boys' Choice Is In
Brawny Foot Gear

MIRRORING SPRING
1

..rnr
t, r. .0.
t.; S
Ali natl. KI:\11 I K1
One new breed of MTh (bluets rya ta African primitives. and cot.
Carpets Are Blooming -not
latex foam, whit* will not crumble, era prompt an eque/ variety, with Linen Goes Into
With Floral Patterns crack or'llake off,
emphasis on the bold and bright. - Print In
High Style

Short Pants Set
Goes Primitive

This type of carpet w tus developed
fc...r use in hotels and stores, and
proved so comfortable, durable and
easy to clean that it has been adapted for use in home&

Outdoor carpet gains still more
popularity There are two basic types
—felted, which looks like a matting:
arid tufted which looks like the usual indoor carpeting Much of this
carpeting is actually used indoors.
but a good deal of it goes on patios,
near pools and on boats
The sprir-g forecast also sees new
deyelopmer.is. and wider use, for
shag rurs
Patterns range from Scandinavian

•••••••••
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For spring decorating. -museum(
pieces- come ittlie hotne—in the
form of .plate
mirrors which
Top-rated for fashion in boys' are authentic m=5 reproductions.
Mowers are blooming on sprtag
awes tor stinwe wre new beetiges. reduced in male or slightla
modified. carpets.
dress
shpons.
as
necaledry, to fit in with content&
Moccasina, 'chola*.
Mter years of bouts a "sal-flower."
earxbils and oxfords On- all styles. mar).
floral patterned carrier mates a big
deeer'
%Mimes have widened. sometimes tionaback in new fashions for the
flattened at the tine, sometimes
floor This coes along with &general
squared off for a blunt look
Trend tc in-see use of pattern for home
Youneer boys like to give their
fashions N..th soec:al interest in the
feet a manly look with eprinz brovue
%Pang
several patterns in one
versions faatur.rve perforations, long
wum-tip&. heavy stitching and ftnTo carry out the trend, carpets
The 'short ;ants
for a
ishe-s of grainy leathers ,tiortot. tssbi itatie set is in
stronsiy come in a variety of-new floral patFor bcys, too. are bramush oxfords.
g'ng
.
""5"
- Vane onartlf; brti1ed and glove Influenced by- Western-lend
Carpets continue'to find new uses
Mather ties, and saddle oxfords in ire trend&
in Men formal rooms of the home,
white-arti-dart _er_ _elark-and-dark. This inchoate the classic Mon or—anisais the hitcher.* said the family
'Rugby ant. iriacti
esidartcombos.
tally Use same styling plus beigh
___,„„____c____Jhoe_batisawhautand-Diag,ireacoitt
"Iseadtreir
taltirs aterplit
las and chukkas are action-ma
Hand-sewn detail. monk terns to-adit I tie* IlUslitylo-lItri
fashions
straps, roiled seaming and brass boys-

A

1: —
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MISS SPRING 1967

hisretware are making the mo: more
laiwila"ilie sPletewear fce's the
Western and primitive infuence as
tnsn ever
hickets, abort and long pants. truce
ers shirts and you n-.me It get full
coordination treiment :n terms o'
ra'sf
'ic71
00
'
) tlid new nands
eggs laxt in the =kill 17e:t-ent% t
Dc.t.reaszci
&Lama paired
mature foh the re.-. be-rig E'LIM with trim shirts tore jaie
bn
bY gredatoza.
-htst-like-Dao s lcut fcr dress at,
• • •
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MISS CAROLYN BUTTERWORTH
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Girls in the go group take to

season spanning black patent for
a go with everything -look that's a must
for your wardrobe,

'11.99

-

is:
lights new trsac. as haireos —
attars:, t'
•,O')•
bill
ii
ee
Ur.a
be
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National larmati of the Cast and
Soh likehmery.
-7-Note

the

amt. aired

les.Sor nsfers IS sefily•
,

Dramatic eon',sithem of °sew
make ;ewe'ry liSa ID hose ow
Maga
and
expandable
mitts
Them* WM and camay be beak
they'se leataerweabt. From ?Start

There was a young lady
who lived in a shoe

Beautiful...
that's the
Naturalizer
Walk
I!1 sparkling

.¢0

Nothing complements
spring like a spark of
Talent. And Naturalizer
ails the softness you love
with ie puff of cushioning in
the sole, where it'adds
onifr,rt to every step.
,
.
5., Man,
chgea
a
- white to ceardhaste whh an
idea. They're C mi-Sayrenag -SW
c

r

era ei
Industry.

The

Coat -aa' Snit

Show off
your
decorated
pump

'15.99

11.99
Make the rounds in
Life Stride's shining black
afternoon pump with its
decorative buckle. The
silhouette is 'in' and so is
the low chunky heel.
You'll be up ;or fashion

In a
Smcot
l-alitt
•

wouldn't you?

'13.99

honors this year.
The sprit of '67. The mid-heel

collar pump. With lots of dash. In a
ni-arvetous range of colors.
As toes in GLAMOUR

at spring
patterns
pilot eteitement, los A Marren
Ceesterrir Is the meth' for nth
tire.* and jacket contain, In
'three's lightweight wool:
Freehrel

11116■1.-seal.

'shift .hapiei move eardly toward
'taring Colors and details add
intereot — for eliunale. the rich
maple. poll-through collar and
'eft% of thk knitted drew ay
laxlie
Juniors, in
Stretchnit
fabric
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COLORLNG KITCIIENU
„ URGES SNORT $KIS
Today's kitchen swings to a lively
color beat, as refrigerators and raugNEW YORK lit 'as By using
The "animal loot" appears in hate
become available in a eilll wider short ibis, children mad people of
ea
fur area rugs.
range of vibrant colors. Rich reds. slaht build may weS reduce their
Linen strikes a bold new note for
bold blue and two-tone combinations themes of nattering brokeniilegs,
• spring as it Joins in the print ex.
of gray-green and bronze are new
SHOW ENGLISH TOUCH
Short skis reduce the strain is&
citement now sweeping tho fashion
color entries in kitchen appliances.
leg bones, says Dr. John 0. Out.
world.
I water Jr, professor et diethanical
The prints on !nth linen
eta
ON A LAVISH SCALE'
Fashions for the home, kke ap- phisticated and subtle in appearance.
engineering at the University of
parel fashions reflect the English They show up in stripes. tuieven and
Vermont He said it after a year's
Upholstered furniture takes a turn stow' into the twisting force on
nit I ue nee For uphoTstery fibrics, wavy, and little squares of geomettoward the lavish look for spring , the t his, a main cause of skiing
:h. English touch is seen in the rich ries
..,.rf,ire mterest, the plush and pile . Stripes are usually on a wheat- W/. Chairs are wider and deeper, fractures
0! ), &Net. corduroy, chenille, fake colored ground and are scored brigh;r sofas are wide r, with "standard.,
and frieze.
with- green. navy. gold and purple, size- often meaning nine feet long.
•••
Others are on complementary dark
Washing your ice trays with
In 1966, timaer saes, reudng
Kern County, Ca'il., is the , grounds of black and brown. ' •
warm, •Taarry water often will help
largeat producer of blackGeometric prints- appear in stark permits and other fees yielded the
the ice cubes slip out easily
US, Forest Service $149
fveti been&
ereszn or white.

amd COSMOPOOTAN

ADAMS SHOE STORE
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